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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Hello and welcome to the 2012 Summer edition of our 
AWOA Magazine� The weather is warming up, the 
sun is shining, and everyone is getting geared up for 

the summer� As for the AWOA, it’s the time of year where 
we are starting to get pumped up for our annual banquet� 
I hope that everyone is excited about this year’s banquet, as 
I’m sure it will be a great one!

We are also proud to say that we have already been able 
to get involved with some really great causes this year� The 
AWOA is one of the main sponsors in this year’s Cystic 
Fibrosis Foundation’s Great Strides walk in Searcy� We have 
been honored to be involved in this fantastic cause for two 
years now and plan to help as much as we can for many years 
to come� We were also given the opportunity to become a 
large sponsor in this year’s Arkansas Special Olympics� It 
is a true blessing to be able to assist in such life changing 
events as these�

For those that don’t already know, there have been 
some changes in the Enforcement administration as well 
as the agency� I would like to start off by saying a big 
“Congratulations” to Colonel Jeff Crow! Jeff was a Wildlife 
Officer before and I know he is excited to be back with this 
elite group of law enforcement professionals� Also, the AGFC 
is currently seeking a new Director with the announced 
retirement of Director Loren Hitchcock� With these new faces 
around the office and the betterments to come, the AWOA is 
excited to take this next step with our new administration to 
help continue to make this the most desired Arkansas state 
agency to work for�

As always, you’ll find many stories that were sent in by our 
Wildlife Officers from around the state� So enjoy the magazine 
and don’t forget to visit our sponsors! They are the ones who 
make this magazine possible and for that I say Thank You!!

Thank you and Be Safe, 
Justin T� Smith

Justin T. Smith
President
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ENFORCEMENT DISTRICT A-1

A Man And A Dog
By Captain Brian McKinzie

All my life I have enjoyed the company of a dog� I can’t remember very few days in my 
life that a dog wasn’t part of a memory� I have had everything from Basset Hounds 
to Poodles, even an old cur dog named Barney that was as smart as most dogs and as 

loyal as they come�
I became a Wildlife Officer in 1985 and had a Blue Tick Hound named Badge that went 

to work with me on a daily basis� Badge was good company, helped me catch a few poachers, 
but wasn’t overly intelligent� He was a good looking dog that thought the passenger side of 
my truck was where he was supposed to be every day� When I had him in the back of the 
truck, and someone else in the front, he would just simply stare at them through the rear 
window and sometimes, even growl at the person sitting in his seat�

In 1998, it was time, I thought, for another working companion� A family that lived 
close to me had just had a litter of puppies born� The mother was a full blood Labrador and 
the dad was a full blood Golden Retriever� I am convinced they don’t come any smarter�

Due to some unusual circumstances they asked that I come get my choice when the 
pups were only four weeks old� My youngest son Ethan and I took the short drive to the 
friend’s home� We argue some about this, but I guess I will let Ethan win the argument and 
say he picked him out�

We took home a four week old male we named Ranger� That very night I knew we had 
something special� The first time he saw a tennis ball roll in front of him he retrieved it� 
His mouth had to open so wide that it had to hurt him to hang on to it, but he brought it 
straight back every time� Well not straight back, because the ball was heavy enough that it 
made him walk sideways bringing it back�

I threw him in my truck with me the next day� If I was gone on the job he was with me; 
in a boat, in the truck, or on foot patrol� I rarely had him on a leash, he minded better than 
most children and was very easy to control by simply talking to him� While I love dogs, I am 
not an expert on them� I can only guess that Ranger just picked up on things that I would 
look for and before long he was checking out people’s live wells in their boats for fish, picking 
up bags of marijuana that were being tossed by suspects, and smelling out game hidden in 
the brush; you name it, he could do it, and had no formal training�

The first arrest I give him credit for, was after dark one night at a fishing hole, where I had 
been getting complaints of people catching over their limit of bass and also keeping fish that 
were in a protective slot limit� There were six individuals present, all with fishing tackle, and 
two without a license� All I could see, as far as fish, was they were still within the legal limits 
of catfish they could catch� While visiting with them I heard something in the bushes up on 
the bank, and so did Ranger� I gave him the command to get it and within a few minutes he 
brought me 13 illegal fish, one at a time� What a good puppy he was! If I had found them 
myself there would have probably been stories told to me about why, where, and how, but 
since the dog found them they all figured there was no use arguing�

Corporal David Treat and I were working the War Eagle River one afternoon when we 
observed a subject that had become a serious violator of game laws over the past years� He 
was on the other side of a swollen river and immediately picked up his gear and headed 
into the woods away from us� We changed locations to try and get him checked� When 
we were close enough to approach him, about a half hour later, he had nothing with him� 
We had both seen him with rods, a throw net, and a five gallon bucket he was using for 
a stringer earlier� Ranger, on his own accord, headed down the path the man had traveled 
and promptly brought back a Wal-Mart sack with seven illegal small mouth bass in it� The 
suspect proceeded to pet Ranger on the head saying, “Good Puppy�”

continued on 9
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Working fishermen just became second nature to him� The only 
thing that he never mastered was reading me the registration numbers 
off the side of boats� He would retrieve anything you wanted him to 
get and he minded every word, which was a blessing� I guess I liked 
him being around more than Corporal Treat did because he spent 
much of his time in our boat with his head in Treat’s lap, until it was 
time to check something out�

Sometimes things worked in the suspect’s favor because I didn’t work 
Ranger off of a leash� I can remember, on more than one occasion, 
while walking through the woods and him being a little ahead of 
me hearing people say “The Wardens here, there’s Ranger�” Yes they 
knew him by name; he had a reputation�

Ranger and I had been checking an illegal bait site and blind 
for several mornings in a row and had not found anyone around� 
I decided to check it again early one morning� Ranger was about 
15 yards ahead of me; I heard him growl and a man scream� He 
didn’t have a mean bone in his body but I actually thought Ranger 
was mad� As I ran to get closer he had a man by his pant legs pulling 
him across the ground on his back� Ranger knew we had been there 
several times for about 10 days and no one had been there and this 
guy didn’t belong� He also had been lying flat on his back behind 
a dead tree� Come to find out the man had simply laid down with 
his hunting equipment and fell asleep� The reason he screamed so 
loud was he awoke to a 110 pound yellow dog, dragging him off� No 
one will ever convince me otherwise, that Ranger simply thought he 
was protecting me from danger�

I responded to a call one day where a small child was reported 
missing� When I arrived, there had been several highly trained dogs 
on the ground and still in the area� Properly trained animals will 
be worked from a leash and these dogs were� The search was in its 
third hour with scorching hot temperatures� The fear was that the 
child may have wondered into a nearby pond� The woods around 
the search area were very dense and full of briars�

I spoke to the family for a few minutes along with other law 
enforcement personnel� There wasn’t really a lot to go on� I dropped 
my tailgate and told Ranger to get out� In less than a minute, Ranger 
had his head in the opening underneath the home of the family, with 
his entire body wagging� A simple flashlight turned on and there the 
child was, simply playing hide and seek with all the search party�

When the Arkansas Game and Fish started their K-9 program, 
a policy was made that no one, other than members of a K-9 team, 
could have a dog with them� For years Ranger had been my closest 
companion on the job� Then, every morning as I drove off he stared 
at me through his kennel walls, not moving a muscle, wondering 
why he wasn’t going�

No one really cares about this story but me, and no one outside 
of my family will even remember these stories� But a dog like this is 
worth mentioning� I had to have Ranger put to sleep a few months 
ago� He was on his way to being 14 years of age� He couldn’t hear, 
could barely see, but would still track down a tennis ball by scent 
and bring it back�

He found illegal deer, illegal turkey, scores of illegal fish, and several 
bags of marijuana and illegal contraband� He picked up a wallet one 
morning when we were working duck hunters� The hunter had just 
killed a goose and a feather had stuck to his wallet when he got it out 
to retrieve his license for me� He laid the wallet down and my old dog 
brought it to me� The hunter jokingly accused me of training him 
to take wallets� Well I didn’t, but if I had thought about it, I would 
have trained him to find me Copenhagen� It’s my only real vice and 
it’s kind of expensive�

I have decided that a grown adult human should never get so 
attached to an animal� But I also found out that there is no truth 
to the old saying “A dog is only as smart as his owner�” This owner 
isn’t very smart� THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES OLD BOY�

To all my friends out there that would like to make a good change 
in their life� GO GET A DOG� n

A MAN AND A DOG  continued
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Pony Express
By Captain Brian McKinzie

On December 17, 2005, I was working an illegal trap line on 
the Arkansas/Missouri Stateline� It was cold that morning, 
with frost on the ground� I had only had the pickup assigned 

to me for a few weeks� It had a knob twist to activate the 4-wheel 
drive option� That day was the first time I had used this option to 
drive up a steep bank to hide my vehicle, so I wouldn’t give away my 
location� I ran a GPS coordinate on the illegal traps and found I was 
actually in Missouri� I was walking back to my vehicle to contact 
a Missouri Warden when I observed a slow moving vehicle on the 
main road below my location�

Simply, by the way the vehicle was moving; I thought something 
out of the ordinary was occurring� I got into my vehicle and moved 
about 20 yards to observe it better and to be ready to take off, if needed� 
The suspect vehicle then backed into the drive of a vacant house� 
The occupant rolled down the window and held a plastic bag out, set 
the bag on fire, dropped it in the grass and took off� I immediately 
came down the steep embankment, turned on blue lights and siren 
and radioed for the closest Fire Department� The fire 
was not huge and roaring but I had noticed 
the suspect vehicle had paper tags on it, 
like a new purchase and I didn’t want 
the suspect to get away� We had been 
experiencing a rash of arson fires near 
the area in the past several months 
and I was certain that is what I had just 
witnessed� I was wrong�

I also prepared myself for a pursuit and to 
my surprise the vehicle went just about half a mile and 
pulled over� As I exited my unit I was a little shocked to see the driver, 
and only occupant, was a female� I identified myself and asked her 
why the fire and she told me she was just burning some trash that 
she had cleaned out of her truck� As I mentioned, the truck was 
brand new and I didn’t see any debris or trash in the vehicle; I also 
didn’t believe her story�

I asked for identification and she immediately reached for a purse 
and then stopped and said, “I don’t have one�” She did give me a name 
and a date of birth, at my request� I headed back to my vehicle to use 
my radio� As soon as I reached my door the suspect sped off� I radioed 
in a pursuit, as my day was changing quickly�

As mentioned, I had not had this vehicle long; I never was a person 
that liked to drive fast because I never saw a need in it� I had been 
in this particular vehicle long enough to know that I wasn’t too 
pleased with it, as a vehicle to accomplish my job out of, but this 
vehicle would fly� The suspect was gaining on me and I was totally 
surprised by this� I was very familiar with the road she choose to 
take and I knew there was a very sharp right hand turn coming up 
which also went over a low water bridge; I was convinced it would 
be covered with ice that morning� Not wanting the suspect to crash 

out and hurt her, I thought to back off a bit to give her time to make 
the corner and the bridge� Since she was still gaining on me I could 
see her approach the turn and the bridge, and for the second time 
that morning, I was wrong� She must have been related to A�J� Foyt 
because she made the turn, went across the icy bridge that proceeded 
another sharp left hand turn, lost control for just a second, regained 
control and composure and took off, headed toward the Missouri line�

I was almost amazed at the distance she had put between us, 
I mean hey “I’m trained to do this kind of stuff,” when I realized 
something very important� Remember me telling you earlier that 
I had for the first time put my new vehicle in 4-wheel drive? You 
guessed it; I was still in that mode�

The suspect came out in Missouri right on the Stateline outside 
of Bella Vista, Arkansas where a new Wal-Mart store had just been 
opened� As you probably know, that brought other businesses with 
it and traffic everywhere� While Missouri enforcement officers had 
been notified, I lost track of the vehicle and after a while returned 

to the area where the suspect lit the fire� It had fizzled 
out, kind of like my pursuit, which probably was 

a good thing� Very little of the trash she said 
she was getting rid of burned and only 
a small area of the grass� A Bella Vista 
officer had stomped it out as he was 
pretty close when I initially called it in�

The trash she was trying to burn 
was actually evidence� Bella Vista and the 

surrounding area had been having a problem 
with people getting their mail stolen for the past few 

weeks� Remember I stated it was December 17th, the Christmas 
season? Some of our finest citizens were trying to find Christmas 
money in the mail that Grandma was sending to grandchildren and 
any other thing they thought worthy of stealing�

I remembered the dealership the vehicle was purchased at, and the 
owner of that dealership was a friend and neighbor, and an Arkansas 
State Senator� With the help of the dealership we found that three 
identical vehicles had been sold recently� The one in question was 
narrowed down to a male subject who lived near the Stateline, in 
Missouri� The Bella Vista Police Department and an investigator 
from the Postal Service took over the investigation�

We had a real friendly visit with the owner of the vehicle� He 
was a convicted felon, which of course was not allowed to possess 
a firearm� There was a firearm in the vehicle the day we found it� 
His girlfriend was the lady who out ran me in the pursuit�

I started that day planning to hide on a trap line until the owner 
of the traps arrived� I ended my day with a postal inspector and 
a person who thought she was the Pony Express� I was wrong for the 
third time that day� A wildlife officer should never try and plan out 
his day� n
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More Than A Coincidence
By Wildlife Officer Jacob Dunn

On Saturday, October 1st, 2011, at approximately 7:25 a.m., 
Wildlife Officer Clay Hungate and I approached a Mr� King 
who was hunting in his deer stand in the Small Game Area of 

the Wedington WMA� The Sunday before, September 25th, 2011, 
Officer Hungate and I located whole corn that had been poured into 
two separate piles in the location that we were currently observing 
Mr� King hunting� We approached Mr� King and asked him to 
come down from his stand with all his gear in tote� When Mr� King 
climbed down from his stand, I informed him who we were and 
advised him why we were there� I told Mr� King that the area was 
baited with corn and asked if he knew anything about it� Mr� King 
denied knowing anything about the bait/corn� Mr� King was asked 
for his hunting license and a form of picture ID�

I explained to Mr� King that I felt it was little more than 
a coincidence that his stand was less than 20 feet from the bait/
corn as well as facing it� I told Mr� King that I found it hard to 
believe that out of the thousands of acres of land that make up the 
Wedington WMA, he would unknowingly place his stand within 
20 feet of an unknown bait site� After issuing Mr� King a citation 
for Hunting over Bait on a WMA, I advised Mr� King that he could 
continue to hunt but that he could not hunt the area he was in until 
the bait had been completely removed and a ten day period had past 
thereafter� I told Mr� King he would have to remove his stand and 
asked him who else was hunting with him� Mr� King stated that he 
was hunting with his brother-in-law and his nephew� He advised 
that he thought his nephew was hunting down the hill from where 
he was� Officer Hungate and I had located another pile of corn in 
a location approximately 500 yards down the hill from where Mr� 
King was hunting and believed that he was referring to this location 
when advising of his nephew’s possible hunting position�

I took pictures of where Mr� King’s stand was in accordance to the 
bait location� As I walked back towards Mr� King’s stand, I observed 
a brown powdery substance on the ground approximately ten feet 
in front of his stand� The powder appeared to have what looked like 
soybeans in it� I asked Mr� King what it was and he exclaimed that 
he didn’t know� I told Mr� King he was free to leave and asked that 
he not call his nephew or his brother-in-law for a few minutes as 
I had business with both of them as well� Officer Hungate walked 
with Mr� King back to his truck as I proceeded toward the second 
bait sight we had marked earlier�

I approached the second bait site and noticed a pop-up hunting 
blind approximately 50 yards from the pile of corn that I had marked� 
I approached the blind and announced myself and asked the individual 
in the blind to step out� A young man emerged from the blind and 
handed me his hunter’s education card� I asked for his name and 
age� He replied his name was Brown (last name) and that he was 14� 
I advised him that he was hunting in a baited area and that is why 
I had approached him� I pointed the corn out to Brown and asked 

him what he knew about it� He stated that he didn’t know that there 
was corn in the area�

As I was talking with Brown, I noticed a pile of a brown powdery 
substance that appeared to have soybeans in it approximately 10 yards 
in front of Brown’s blind� I noticed a second pile approximately five 
yards beyond the first pile� The substance appeared to be the same 
substance that I had observed in front of Mr� King’s stand� I asked 
Brown about the two piles� Brown stated that he had poured it on 
the ground before he entered his hunting blind� I asked him what the 
substance was� He stated that he didn’t know� I asked him where he 
had gotten it� Brown said that his dad had given it to him� I asked 
him where his dad was hunting and he pointed in a direction that 
I had marked as another baited area� I asked Brown if Mr� King was 
his uncle� Brown stated yes and he had some of the substance as well�

I told Brown that he could no longer hunt the area for the day 
and that he must wait ten days after the last of the bait is completely 
removed from the area before he could hunt it again� I advised him 
that we were going to use this encounter as a learning experience 
for him as I was not going to take enforcement action against him�

I advised Brown that I wanted him to accompany me to his 
dad’s stand� He said he didn’t know exactly where his dad’s stand was� 
I told him that I thought I could find his father’s stand� I selected the 
GPS coordinates for the third bait sight I had marked on my GPS 
handheld unit and proceeded in that direction�

I approached the area marked on my GPS unit and located an 
empty deer stand� I asked Brown if the stand was his father’s� He stated 
that it was his dad’s stand� I located a pile of corn approximately 25 
yards in front of the stand as well as a trail camera on the same tree 
the stand was located� I asked Brown if he had a way of contacting 
his father� He said he had a cell phone and attempted to call him but 
did not get an answer� I took pictures of the bait/corn in relation to 
the stand as well as collected a sample� I also retrieved the SD card 
from the trail camera� I advised Brown that we would walk to his 
dad’s truck and wait on him there�

I later contacted Mr� King and confronted him with evidence I had 
and the statement that his nephew had made about King having some 
of the substance (later identified as Rage)� I asked Mr� King if he had 
placed some by his stand, at which point, King advised that he had� 
I took pictures of the bait and the blind as well as collected a sample�

Once at the truck, I turned Brown over to his uncle, Mr� King� 
Mr� King advised that Mr� Brown, Brown’s father, was his brother-
in-law� Officer Hungate and I loaded the SD card into Officer 
Hungate’s computer and copied the pictures� The pictures showed 
Mr� King as well as several pictures of deer eating on a pile of what 
appeared to be corn� Officer Hungate and I left the area as we had 
suspicion that Mr� Brown may had been tipped off to our presence 
and intentions, by Mr� King, and was hiding�

continued on 21
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Officer Hungate and I waited at the intersection of Chamber 
Springs Road and Small Game Area Road for Mr� Brown to drive 
out� After approximately 30 minutes of waiting at the intersection, 
Mr� Brown drove out� I stopped him and asked him to step from his 
vehicle and accompany me to mine� I advised Mr� Brown that we had 
a problem and he stated that he had been made aware of it� I told him 
he was going to be cited for baiting on a WMA� Mr� Brown stated 
that he hadn’t baited anything� I told him I was going to be straight 
forward and honest with him and I expected the same in return� 
I told Mr� Brown that we had been to his stand on several different 
occasions and had found it to be baited every time� He stated that 
he knew nothing about it and that when he went to his stand this 
morning he noticed it was baited and that is why he didn’t hunt it�

I told Mr� Brown that I had downloaded his SD card and had 
evidence on it that the area was being baited� He stated that I did not 
have any photos of him on the camera baiting� I advised Mr� Brown 
that his son had been caught with bait by his blind and that he had 
told me that you (Mr� Brown) had given it to him� I told him that his 
son also told me that he (Mr� Brown) had some� I asked him where 
his was� He told me he had poured it on the ground in the area he 

hunted� I asked him what it was and he stated it was Rage� I advised 
him that was considered baiting and he stated that he did not know 
that� I advised Mr� Brown that I found it more than a coincidence 
that all three bait sites I visited on this morning were baited with 
corn and all three places were being hunted by members of his family� 
I told him I did not believe for one minute that none of them knew 
about the corn but each of their stands was within 50 yards of it�

Mr� Brown stated that he had been putting corn out in front of 
his stand but thought he could do it as long as he didn’t hunt it� 
I advised him he could not� I told Mr� Brown I believe he knew he 
couldn’t put the Rage out where he was hunting and yet he did it 
anyway� I told him he could continue to hunt but he couldn’t hunt 
either location he had baited for at least ten days after the removal of 
the last grain of bait� I told him he would need to remove his camera 
and stand from the baited location�

Mr� Brown stated he was done hunting for the year due to the ticket 
he was receiving� He said he had been hunting 19 years and had never 
received a ticket� I issued Mr� Brown a citation for Baiting on a WMA 
and released him on his written promise to appear in court�

 n

MORE THAN A COINCIDENCE  continued
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An Explosive Day In The WMA
By Sergeant Rusty Johnson (photos submitted by Sergeant Rusty Johnson)

Back in January of this year, several officers in the West-Post of 
District A-1 spent a Saturday afternoon riding ATV’s in the 
Madison County, McIlroy WMA� It was a relatively warm day 

for January when Corporal Kevin Eubanks, Wildlife Officers Kelli 
Sanders, Jake Dunn, Clay Hungate and I all got out and rode� After 
deer season, getting out and riding ATVs was a welcome change� 
Riding ATVs would be a good way to spend the day, just taking in 
the terrain and seeing some new sights�

We met at the WMA office, off loaded our ATVs, packed them 
down with our water and lunches and headed out� While riding we 
looked for tree stands that may have been left out from the previous 
deer season, any permanent stands that may have been erected, or 
just anything that may be out of the ordinary�

It was a good ride; occasionally we would stop, look at our map 
or open a gate� It wasn’t very long before we noticed every time we 
stopped, Officer Dunn was eating� He didn’t seem to pack a whole 
lot, but he always managed to have a mouth full of something every 
time we weren’t moving�

We eventually made our way to Tea Kettle Falls, where we ate 
lunch� Tea Kettle is a hole in bedrock that forms a “cup” and when 
the water is flowing it flows out of the cup� After eating we began 
our trip back to our trucks� We didn’t find anything on our ride, 
but we all had a good time�

Later that evening, after I had gotten home, I received a phone 
call from the Sheriff ’s Office� A hiker had called and reported they 
had found what looked like a pipe bomb on the WMA� I got in my 
truck and headed to the WMA� The object was not where we had 
been riding earlier, but it wasn’t too far from it�

The person was having trouble explaining where the pipe bomb 
was since he had already left the area� The Sheriff ’s dispatch was 
unfamiliar with the area so I called the individual and talked with 
him myself� After a few landmarks were mentioned I knew where he 
was talking about and Deputy Russell Alberts and I found the object�

Deputy Alberts and I approached the pipe very cautiously� It was 
lying on its side and I looked it over very carefully, making sure not to 
disturb it� After examining the pipe, which sort of resembled a rocket, 
we decided to call the regional bomb squad based in Bentonville, not 
knowing if it was harmless, full of black powder or something worse�

About an hour and half later the bomb squad arrived with all of 
their equipment and x-rayed the pipe� The x-ray confirmed that it 
was indeed a pipe bomb and they then rendered the bomb harmless� 
Although there is no way of knowing for sure, it appeared that the 
pipe bomb was made without a malicious intent�

What started out as a day just riding ATVs ended up a night 
working with pipe bombs; just goes to show you that anything can 
happen in this job� n

Wildlife Officers Hungate & Sanders unloading ATVs.

Wildlife Officer Hungate eating his “packed lunch” that he picked up on 
his way to ride.

The pipe bomb found on McIlroy WMA in Madison County.
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I Did It … Because 
I’m A Kamikaze Felon

By Wildlife Officer Jason Collier,  
All photos submitted by WO Jason Collier

Late December, on a cold dark night, I received information from a Logan County 
Deputy that he had responded to a call where some questionable people were trying to 
enter a residence at about 1:00 a.m. on Spring Lake Road� Upon arrival at the residence, 

he made contact with an adult male; we will call him “Ron Burr,” and three juveniles� In 
conclusion to his investigation, he learned that “Ron Burr” was going to residences trying 
to borrow a 4-way to change a tire�

However, “Ron Burr” told the Deputy that he was intentionally chasing deer down as 
they were grazing, totally oblivious to the lurking danger; “Ron Burr” had turned his car 
into a wheeled deer killing machine� He had been successful and had a bloody doe in the 
trunk� With this disturbing information, the Deputy contacted me�

At about 7:30 p.m., later that day I made contact with “Ron Burr” at his residence to 
question him about the activities that took place earlier that morning� “Ron Burr” was 
Mirandized, he all but said them with me, and agreed to speak to me� He told me he was 
a convicted felon and is not allowed to possess any weapon with a trigger device, including 
a crossbow and he HAD to kill deer� He stated that he wanted some deer meat so he got in 
his car at about 9:30 p.m. on December 28, 2011 with three juveniles and started stalking 
towards Midway on Hwy 109 then to New Blain on Hwy 22� About half way between 
Midway and New Blain he located an unsuspecting whitetail doe standing on the side of 

continued on 33

“Ron Burr” had turned his car into a wheeled deer killing machine.
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the road� He directed his vehicle, just as a kamikaze 
pilot, at the deer and stated that he was able to deliver 
a devastating blow, breaking her legs with the car, then 
jumped out and sliced her throat�

After loading the limp bloody deer, “Ron Burr” and 
the juveniles headed up Spring Lake Road in an effort to 
terrorize another deer; at which point “Ron Burr” stated 
that he saw a buck with a large rack lurking in the middle 
of the road and again, tried to obliterate another deer with 
his vehicle, hoping to at least crush the legs� However, 
this attempt was an epic failure, when Karma reared her 
head and “Ron Burr” managed to blow a tire and break 
the rim of the tire� That is when they (“Ron Burr” and 
the accomplices) started prowling house to house seeking 
a 4-way to change the tire before the Deputy arrived�

Upon my investigation, while checking “Ron Burrs” 
hunting license, I noticed that he had a tag that showed 
he harvested a buck with a modern gun in November� 
When questioned about that, “Ron Burr” stated that he 
had indeed killed the buck with a rifle, and not offering 
an explanation, I figure his car was not running� This 
information was turned over to a Logan County Deputy 
who had arrived at the residence to assist me�

In conclusion of my investigation, “Ron Burr” was charged with 
Night Hunting and Hunting Doe Deer Prohibited� He was given 

a court date in Paris District Court where he was found guilty of all 
charges� He has pending charges from the county as well for parole 
violations at this time� n

I DID IT … BECAUSE I’M A KAMIKAZE FELON  continued

“Ron Burr” had turned his car into a wheeled deer killing machine.
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GARLAND COUNTY
Todrick Johnson 
Jeremy Whiley 
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Kevin Underwood

You Never Know What 
You Might Encounter

By Captain Greg Rae

The Montgomery County Sheriff ’s Office called and advised a vehicle was in the ditch on 
Highway 8, where it intersects with North Polk Creek Road� This is the area U�S�F�S� 
Officer Tim Fincham and I was headed to work night hunters� We advised them we 

would check the scene and wait on Trooper Ben Harrison, K-29, who was already on his 
way� I contacted K-29 by radio to see where he was and he advised he was just going through 
Norman� This was approximately 5 to 6 miles behind me�

I arrived on the scene at 20:38 to find a newer model, blue Ford F-250, four door truck, 
in the ditch� The truck had a Florida Purple Heart license on it and was pointed toward the 
woods, on the South side of Highway 8� There was also another vehicle there to tell us they 
had just drove up on it, they said the motor was still running and in gear, with the back wheel 
spinning� Officer Fincham and I both made sure there was no one in the vehicle injured� 
I radioed back to K-29 and advised him there was no apparent damage to the vehicle and 
nobody on the scene�

K-29 arrived at 20:44 and began looking at the vehicle� He advised us K-23, Trooper 
Tommy Stewart, had been flagged down near Glenwood by a couple� The couple told him 
they had stopped at an accident involving a blue Ford F-250, West of Black Springs� When 
they stopped, a man came out of the truck, without a shirt on, and began beating on their 
car; they sped away� As they sped away the man looked as if he was running down the dirt 
road by the accident�

I asked K-29 if he wanted us to drive down the dirt road to see if we could locate the 
subject and he advised, “Yes,” so we did� Approximately a quarter mile from Highway 8 we 
noticed a bright orange shirt laying in the middle of the road and continued checking the 
deep ditches and woods for any sign of someone� Another quarter mile down the road we 
drove up on a subject, lying on his back, spread eagle, wearing nothing but gray underwear�

I turned on my blue lights and right alley light as Officer Fincham exited and stated, 
“Police Officers�” The man jumped up and screamed, “You’ll never catch me you Mother 
F***ers;” pulling down his underwear and running at full speed down the middle of the 
road� I ensued, yelling for him to stop but he began this hysterical type laughing� I was at 
full speed chasing him when I decided to opt for a push towards the ditch instead of a take-
down on the gravel road; I drove my right palm into the subject’s bare back left shoulder, 
sending him towards the ditch� As soon as he hit the ground Officer Fincham took the man 
to a face down position, telling him to put his hands behind his back�

The man began screaming and yelling, trying to fight us off� I took up a position to 
Officer Fincham’s left side and when he finally got the subject’s right arm around behind 
him, I placed my handcuffs on it; we pulled his left arm around and did the same thing� We 
backed off to the side to determine our location and then turned the man over on his back� As 
we did this he began yelling, “You gook mother f***ers, I’ll kick your f***ing asses�” I asked 
Officer Fincham if he could watch him while I returned to my truck to call for K-29 to bring 
his unit and cage and also advise the County; the subject was now in custody� I pulled my 
truck down to the location where we awaited K-29� The man continually tried to kick at us 
and threaten us the entire time we were there� On several occasions the man stated, “You 
queer girls are going to get you’re a**es kicked,” “Where is my f***ing knife,” “I kill your ass 

continued on 41
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you f***ing gooks,” “I could kick both your asses with both hands 
tied behind my back,” “You piece of sh** f***ing gorillas,” “I am 
a Vietnam Vet and got shot three f***ing times in Vietnam and 
I’ll kill your a**es�” While watching him lay there I observed blood 
running down his forehead, which appeared to be lacerations from 
impact with the ground; scratches to his left side, which could have 
been caused from the impact as well�

Officer Fincham and I discussed what could be wrong with the 
man; neither of us could smell any odors, indicating the presence of 
alcohol� Both of us felt he probably had some sort of mental issues 
stemming from his military service� The screaming, yelling and 
cussing went on from the time we began to chase him until we put 
him into K-29’s unit� K-29 advised the County he was in route to 
the Sheriff ’s Office with a prisoner at 21:04� K-29 asked if we could 
wait on the wrecker service to get there for the truck; which I agreed�

Shortly after K-29 left he radioed back and said the man had asked 
where his motorcycle was, which was lost off the truck in Polk County, 
without his realizing� Montgomery County had radioed earlier to 
say a motorcycle had been found in Polk County, if anyone reported 
one missing� While waiting on the wrecker I shut the man’s truck 
off, which was still running� Officer Fincham opened the passenger 
door and noticed a baby Glock 27, �40 caliber, fully loaded; stuck 
between the passenger and driver’s seat� He also located a full box 
of �410 shotgun shells and more loose ones; no shotgun was found� 
I opened the back door on the driver’s side and located a loaded 
Taurus PT22, �22 Semi-Auto, stuck in the passenger door cubby 
hole� I radioed K-29 and advised him of both firearms and asked if 
he wanted us to secure the weapons; he did� I radioed Montgomery 
County and gave them the make, model and serial numbers on both 
weapons� They were later turned over to K-29 at the Sheriff ’s Office�

Once the wrecker arrived, he put the truck in four-wheel drive and 
backed it up to North Polk Creek Road; loading it on his wrecker� 
I radioed the County and advised I was finished at the scene at 21:33 
and on my way to the office�

The County radioed me right back to ask if we could locate any 
medications in the vehicle, and bring them� I pulled over and waited 
on the wrecker� We located a seven day pill dispenser with large 
numbers of pills in each box; I took them to the Sheriff ’s Office� We 
arrived at the Sheriff ’s Office and found Paramedic Steven Gibbs and 
EMT Gary Fox there from the Ambulance Service, checking on the 
subject� He was still going on and talking but had, somewhat, calmed 
down� They were asking him questions about who he was, where he 
was from and where he had been� I did not stay in the booking room 
while all the questions were being asked�

As I walked back out, through the booking room, K-23 asked me or 
Officer Fincham if we would write the tickets for Resisting and Fleeing 
and K-29 would issue his tickets for Careless and Prohibited Driving 
and Disorderly Conduct� It was decided I would issue the criminal 
citations on my County ticket book to insure a record was made for 
any contact with this individual later, whether he was convicted or 
not; after getting whatever help he needed� K-23 advised me he had 
been in contact with Deputy Prosecutor John Maddox� They would 

be getting a probable cause hearing together Monday to try and get 
the man committed�

Shortly thereafter, I was advised the County was not going to hold 
the man, due to his behavioral problems; he would be transported 
to a medical facility for evaluation and immediate commitment� 
After lengthy discussions between the Sheriff ’s Office personnel, the 
Arkansas State Police, the Medical Staff from Southwest EMS, Officer 
Fincham and I, it was determined, after a call from Paramedic Gibbs 
to St� Joseph Regional Hospital, the State Police would transport 
him to the hospital� The hospital would evaluate him and have Fort 
Roots VA Hospital pick him up�

While back in the booking room, preparing to place him into 
K-29’s unit, he began telling everyone the story about what had 
happened to him� He stated, “These two big f***ing gooks in a truck 
attacked me in the woods�” “If this little deputy had not come up 
they would have killed me�” As he was leaving he said to all of us, 
“I love all you guys, I am sorry if I caused any problems�”

The subject was charged with:

•	 (Montgomery County) Arkansas Uniform  
Law Enforcement Citation

•	 Fleeing on Foot – (Arkansas Statute 5-54-125c)
•	 Resisting Arrest – (Arkansas Statute 5-54-103a)

State Police charges:

•	 Disorderly Conduct
•	 Careless and Prohibited Driving

Prior to completing this report I contacted the Montgomery 
County Sheriff ’s Office to see if they had heard anything on the 
subject� Dispatcher Myrtle Parish advised me the man was at Fort 
Roots and they had called earlier in the day to check on the location 
of his vehicle� They advised Mrs� Parish the subject was claiming to 
have been robbed, but could not remember much more than that� 
Mrs� Parish also advised me another Deputy, Leonard Lawler, had 
stated a woman was with the subject� I advised her there wasn’t any 
female clothing inside the vehicle or in the overnight bag where we 
had located the medication; they should do some further checking 
to insure someone was not missing�

I advised Mrs� Parish to pass the information on to Sergeant Lea� 
I also advised her that Officer Fincham had located a business card in 
the truck, which indicated the subject may have spent some time at 
the Y City Mountain Inn, at Y City; they might want to check there�

Mrs� Parish contacted me back at 21:42 to advise she had passed 
the information on and had made contact with the Inn at Y City� 
The owner/manager remembered the man, but did not see a female 
with him� The inn was full and had no room for him to stay in� The 
man told the owner/manager he was desperate to find a place to sleep� 
The subject began talking about someone wanting all his stuff and 
that one certain woman wouldn’t get any of it and then he left� n

YOU NEvER KNOW WHAT YOU MIGHT ENCOUNTER  continued
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Wardens Quarters
By Captain Greg Rae

Well, as busy as our jobs are anymore, I am going to attempt to 
start a new column in the AWOA Magazine to keep everybody 
up to date on the happenings within District A-3� By the 

time this magazine comes out there will have been many changes 
within our district; I will try to address each one of those changes�

Garland County – We started out the year with three officers 
and hope to have it back to three by July; Corporals Tod Johnson and 
Jeremy Whiley remain but Corporal Glenn Tucker was promoted 
to Sergeant and transferred to Montgomery County� Officer Justin 
Smith, put in for and was granted the transfer to Garland County 
but, he can’t leave his assigned county until a replacement is found�

Hot Spring County – Corporal Roland Prince will be retired 
after over 40 years of service to this agency� He will have worked 
with two fairly new, young officers this past year; Wildlife Officer 
Kenny Taylor who is in his second year and Wildlife Officer Steve 
Paul who transferred from Nevada County, at the conclusion of his 
first year of work� Steve will be married in June�

Montgomery County – Lots of changes beginning at the top; 
Captain Mike Butler retired to a new wife and new home in Hot 
Spring County, where he is growing a beard� He is ready for whatever 
fish are biting or hunting season coming up�

I was promoted, which left the Lieutenant’s position open� Sergeant 

Russ Carmack put in and was promoted to Lieutenant, leaving his 
Sergeant position open� You know what happened there, Corporal 
Glenn Tucker transferred when he became the new Sergeant� In 
all there were three promotions, four transfers and two retirements 
between January and July in 2012�

Polk County – Everything is rocking along with Sergeant Jimmy 
Martin and Wildlife Officer Jeff Black� Jimmy will have about two 
years left before retiring in 2014�

Saline County – Corporal Chris Carpenter and Wildlife Officer 
David Freyaldenhoven remain in Saline County, as far as positions 
go� Chris will be working with a new partner; Wildlife Officer Tim 
Shaw who transferred from Yell County to the newly approved 
third officer position in Saline County� David’s National Guard 
unit has been activated, and he has already left his Wildlife Officer 
duties to begin serving his country once again� He will be leaving 
for Afghanistan in August for a long deployment and we pray for 
a safe tour and his return�

Yell County – Corporal Kevin Underwood started out the year 
with a brand new partner, Wildlife Officer Tim Shaw; it was short 
lived with Tim transferring to Saline County� The AGFC is beginning 
a new Cadet School in July� One of the brand new officers who 
graduate the school will join Kevin in Yell County� n

Deer Hunting Or Dear Hunting
By Corporal Kevin Underwood

While working night hunting on Petit Jean WMA, I heard 
a shot about three miles from my location on Dale Bend 
Road� When I arrived at the location where I believed the shot 

came from I encountered a car sitting in the road with the headlights 
on and a woman in the driver’s seat� I activated my blue lights and 
checked out of the vehicle with radio dispatch�

My first thought was that her husband had probably shot a deer 
and he was in the woods retrieving it� After making contact with 
her I learned that her husband was camping on the area and hunting 
and he had become lost� He had called her and had her come to his 
location� She was talking to him on the phone and honking her horn 
to see if he could locate the direction he needed to go, to get out 
of the woods� He also had shot once to see if she could hear where 

he was, as another attempt to locate him� This was the single shot 
I heard� When I spoke to him on the phone he said he could see my 
blue lights on the tops of the trees around him� I asked Mr� Johnson 
to yell as loud as he could to see if I could locate him� I pinpointed 
his location as best I could and tried to lead him out�

Mr� Johnson was so disoriented and scared by this time that he had 
fallen into a creek and lost his muzzleloader and was complaining of 
symptoms of dehydration� He stated he had been without water since 
around 1500 hrs� I decided to have him sit down and stay where he 
was so that he would be easier to locate� A storm was moving into 
the area so I called Yell County Mounted Patrol for assistance� Mr� 
Johnson was located around 2200 hrs� I took him to his vehicle and 
he returned home for the night� n
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District A-3 Officers At Work
By Captain Greg Rae, All photos submitted by Captain Greg Rae

Montgomery County Christmas Parade (Hunting Float).Corporal Chris Carpenter with marijuana found in Saline County.

Corporal Jeremy Whiley, Sergeant Glenn Tucker (Undercover), Corporal Chris 
Carpenter and Captain Greg Rae on an Operation in Caney Creek WMA.

Lieutenant Russ Carmack, Captain Greg Rae, 
Wildlife Officer Jeff Black with Dakota Rae 

holding the certificates for winning 1st Place in 
the Montgomery County Christmas Parade. Best 

Decorated Boat and 1st Place for Best Overall 
with the Hunting Float. We won checks for both 
and the money was donated to the Montgomery 

County Youth Athletic Association.
Montgomery County Christmas Parade  

(Boating Float).
Captain Greg Rae’s son, Dakota, on the  

Boating Float.

Corporal Chris Carpenter and U.S.F.S. Captain Tim Fincham on an Operation.
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Too Close To Home
By Sergeant Jim Martin

As I was getting ready for bed on the night of November 23, 2010 
at 22:15 hours I received a telephone call from my neighbor, 
Mr� Rick Bonner� He asked me, “Did you just hear that?” 

I asked “Hear what?” He said, “Some SOB just shot in my yard 
and I am chasing them�” I told Mr� Bonner that I would get there 
as soon as I could�

I grabbed my gun, my keys and took off for Mr� Bonner’s� I made 
it as far as my mail box and an older model white Ford pickup came 
by, going north on County Road 57, with three subjects in the cab 
of the truck� This was just moments after Mr� Bonner had called so 
I stopped the truck at the end of my drive way to check the vehicle�

The driver was a female subject by the name of C, the person 
in the middle, another female subject, was M� The passenger on 
the right was Buddy Smith, an 18-year-old male� I observed a rifle 
between the legs of the male subject and took it away from him� It 
was a 30�06 Remington�

I told the subjects to follow me; we drove back to the scene where 
Mr� Bonner was� I got the subjects out of the vehicle and asked the 
driver where they had shot from� The driver denied having any 

knowledge of what had happened� I asked the male subject who 
had shot, and from where; he denied any knowledge� I asked the 
middle passenger who had shot; she said, “He did,” indicating Buddy 
Smith was the shooter� I asked her, “Where were you when you all 
shot?” She said, “In that man’s yard,” indicating Mr� Bonner, who 
was next to us on his four wheeler� Mr� Bonner was still very upset 
and wanting to know who had shot and why they were in his yard 
endangering his family�

About this time two Polk County Deputies arrived and started to 
talk to Mr� Bonner� I interviewed Buddy Smith and he apologized for 
lying and confessed to shooting at deer in Mr� Bonner’s drive way� 
I wrote Buddy Smith a Night Hunting ticket and told both 17-year-old 
girls to tell their parents what had happened�

Due to the tensions at the scene I did not give the girls tickets at 
that time, but told them they could expect them when they came to 
court in December� Prior to court on December the 12th I issued 
the two girls Aiding citations� Because of their age they were placed 
on probation� Buddy Smith was found guilty and fined $1,000 plus 
court costs with forfeiture of his rifle� n
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I Wouldn’t Lie To You
By Sergeant Jim Martin

On Wednesday the 30th of October, I was working night hunters 
in the area of the Dry Creek Hunting Club where I had received 
complaints of night hunting� I was backed into a field that led 

into Oklahoma, but I was on the Arkansas side of the field when 
I heard a loud vehicle come west on Welcome Home Road and turn 
on the road that went by my location� The vehicle had a loud exhaust 
and slowed down by the road that I was backed into� The vehicle then 
turned and went into the Dry Creek hunting lease which is posted 
property and this was at 0130 in the morning�

I started my vehicle and took out after the vehicle in question 
and had a hard time catching it as I had to go to four wheel drive 
and the vehicle was traveling at a good clip� As I got closer to the 
vehicle I could see that it was a small white car and had at least two 
occupants in it� I turned on my blue lights and attempted to stop 
the vehicle but the vehicle just sped up� I called the Polk County 
Sheriff ’s office telling them I was in pursuit of the small white car 
and asked that a deputy try to reach the other end of the road and 
cut the vehicle off before it hit the county road�

I turned on the siren in my truck and the chase continued on for 
another mile and finally the vehicle stopped� I notified the County of 
my location and got out of my vehicle and approached the car� There 
were two people in the vehicle� I asked the driver for identification 
and asked the young female passenger for hers� She said that she did 
not have any kind of ID� I asked her if her parents knew that she 
was out this late at night and she said yes� I asked for her name and 
age and asked for the phone number for her parents� She gave me 
the number for her home�

I looked in the back seat of the vehicle and discovered a �22 
magnum rifle under a jacket, but the rifle did not have a magazine in 
it� I took the rifle and went back to my truck and ran the rifle through 
Polk County dispatch and ran the subjects that I had stopped� When 
the results came back negative for the subjects and the gun I went 
back to the vehicle and asked the driver about the gun and he said 
that he had just bought the gun that day and had been sighting it in 
earlier that day and had just forgotten to take it out of the vehicle�

I asked the driver of the vehicle to open the trunk of the car as 
I had noticed what appeared to be a smudge of dried blood on the 

trunk near the opening for the trunk lock� The driver complied and 
after he opened the trunk the first thing I noticed was dried blood 
on the inside of the trunk area� I asked the driver about the blood 
and he stated that his dad had killed the deer opening day of the 
muzzle loading season� I asked where his dad had checked the deer 
and he said Scotty’s at Cove and I told him that he couldn’t have 
since Scotty’s did not check deer any more� He said that he was sure 
that his dad had checked the deer at Scotty’s�

I went back to my truck and called the young girls parents and 
spoke with her mother and asked if she knew where her daughter 
was and she said that her daughter was in bed and I told her to go 
look and come back to the telephone� The mother came back and 
said that her daughter was not home and I told her that I had her 
daughter stopped and if they would meet me at Scotty’s in Cove they 
could have their daughter back�

I went back to the car and told the girl to get into my truck and 
told the driver to go to Scotty’s and I would follow him� We left the 
area and drove to Scotty’s and on the way to the store the young 
girl said that she knew who had shot the deer that had been in the 
trunk of the car and she said that a Brian Hines had killed the deer, 
not the driver’s dad� When we got to Scotty’s I returned the girl to 
her parents, who were appreciative of me finding her, and they left�

I asked the driver about the statement the girl had made about 
Brian Hines killing the deer and he said that he did not know Brian 
and that his dad had killed the deer� I told the driver of the vehicle, 
a James Miller Jr�, that I would call the check stations the next day 
and find out if his dad had checked a deer and I would call his dad 
and find out the truth and, if he was lying to me that I would charge 
him with night hunting and take his �22 magnum as evidence�

James assured me that he was not lying to me and that his dad 
did kill the deer� I turned the subject loose and met with the deputies 
and told them what had happened and they informed me that Brian 
Hines was a convicted felon which I knew already from having come 
into contact with him in the past� I went home and checked 10-7 
since it was 0330 in the morning and there was nothing more that 
I could do that night�

 n
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Here Kitty, Kitty
By Sergeant Jim Martin

On Sunday night, March 23, 2002, the Polk County Sheriff ’s office 
called my residence and reported that they had received a 911 
call from a Christine Lee at 3583 Polk 70 North of Cherry 

Hill� Mrs� Lee had a pet cougar and the cat had gotten out of its 
cage and was underneath a mobile home and she needed assistance 
getting her cat back�

I responded to the residence and found that a Polk County Deputy 
had arrived before me� The Deputy was Mike Godfrey and he had 
located the cat underneath a small mobile home located next to the 
main residence and the cougar was underneath the trailer� The trailer 
did not have any underpinning and the cat was on the low side of the 
trailer cleaning itself� I spoke to Robert and Christine Lee and asked 
them where they had gotten the cat and they told me that they had 
just gotten back from Horatio, Arkansas that evening with the cat 
and they had gotten the cat from a Gary Martin of Horatio�

At first they said that they had bought the cat and then changed 
their story and said that they had been given the cat� The Lees did 
not have any paper work for the cat and said that it had been injured 
in the wild and had been captured and raised since it was very young� 
They had been trying to give the cat some water when it forced its 
way out of the partially open cage door� The cat had been in a small 
wire transport cage that someone had built to haul hogs in� The 
Lee’s stated that the cat’s name was Bubba and it was a full grown 
male with his front claws removed, but he still had his back claws 
and his canine teeth� The cat was supposed to be 13-years-old and 
weighed about 225 pounds� They had no idea how to recapture the 
cat as they had just gotten the cat and it would not come out from 
under the trailer�

Deputy Godfrey and I approached the trailer to take a closer look 
at the cat and to observe the area to see exactly what we had� As we 
approached the trailer we saw the cat start to get up so we backed 
off from the trailer� The Lees could not give us any details on the 
cat, as far as to how aggressive the cat was, as they were new to the 
cat so we did not know how the cat would behave out of its cage�

I tried to call Danny Rowland, a field biologist with the Game 
and Fish Commission, but his telephone was busy so I had the Little 
Rock radio room page him so I could get in touch with him� After 
about ten minutes the radio room called back and said that they 
had made contact with Danny and what did I need? I told them to 
have Danny get on the radio and talk to me direct, which he did� 
Danny is our nuisance bear coordinator and has the equipment to 
tranquilize wildlife and I asked Danny if he had the drugs to dart 
a cougar� Danny said that he did not know if the drugs that he had 
would work and that he would have to make a phone call to someone 
to see if the drug would work on a cougar and that he would get 
back with me shortly�

While waiting for Danny to call back Deputy Godfrey and 
I approached the trailer to see how close we could get without upsetting 

the cat� We could get within 30 feet of the trailer before the cat would 
start getting up� This would be a hard shot for Danny, at night, under 
the trailer and I was concerned that he would not be able to make 
the shot� Danny called back on the radio and said that his drugs 
would work on the cat and I asked that he come to my location to 
try to put it to sleep so that we could get the cougar back in its cage� 
Danny arrived about 30 minutes later and he and I approached the 
trailer so that he could get a look at the cat and see the area that it 
was in� The cat was still under the low end of the trailer lying down� 
The cat allowed us to get much closer this time and Danny said that 
he could make the shot with his dart gun� Danny went back to his 
truck and loaded a dart and we again went back to the trailer where 
Danny took the shot and hit the cat in the right hip�

We waited about 30 minutes and the cat had not shown any 
effects of the drugs so Danny decided to dart the cat again, this time 
using a blow gun� Danny and I approached the trailer and this time 
we got within 20 feet of the cat and Danny darted him in the left 
shoulder� We waited another 30 minutes and this time the cat was 
showing the effects of the drug but still would not go down� Danny 
decided to try and dart him again� This was new to all of us and no 
one knew just how much Rompum to use on a cougar and this was 
all trial and error�

We were using the formula of 1cc per one hundred pounds, the 
same dosage that you would use on Black bears� Danny had darted 
the cat a second time and it showed some affects but still would not 
go down� He decided to dart the cat a third time and he did using 
the blow gun� This time the cat got up and got out from under the 
trailer and started to walk out to the woods behind the trailer� We 
did not want a drugged cougar walking around the nearby houses 
so I followed the cat until it decided to lie down again�

We waited another 30 minutes and the cat was showing the effects 
of the drug pretty good by this time but it was still not drugged 
enough to handle� Danny went back to his truck and got a hand 
syringe with 1cc of Rompum and gave it to me and I hand injected 
the cat in the left hip� It took me several attempts to do this as the 
cat would reach back with its head and snap and growl at me each 
time I tried to inject it� Finally I was able to inject the drug and we 
waited for the drug to take effect�

After another 30 minutes it was decided that the cat was drugged 
enough to handle so Mr� Lee got a rope and a sheet of plywood to 
drag the cat on and we put a rope around the cat and dragged it 
onto the plywood and dragged the cat about 100 yards to the cage 
in the front of the trailer� We put the cat in the cage, gathered our 
equipment and left the area�

The Lees said that they would build a better cage for the cat the 
next day and would get me the necessary paper work to show me 
where the cat had come from� All told Danny Rowland and I spent 
over four hours recapturing the cougar� n
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Mr. Watson I Presume
By Corporal Kevin Underwood

On March 24, 2011, Terry Gentry, Wildlife technician on Petit 
Jean WMA stopped by my house and gave me a medicine bottle 
with the name of Ron Watson on it� He had found it in a large 

dump site on Santa Fe boat ramp parking lot� He also showed me 
pictures of the dump he had taken with his phone, which he later 
emailed me� Terry cleaned the dump and took it to the landfill but 
wanted me to try and locate the individual or individuals responsible 
for the dumping�

The following day I began trying to locate Mr� Watson� I started 
by asking deputies and employees working for the Yell County 
Sheriff ’s office if they knew him� They all stated he lived somewhere 
just west of Ola, the last they had any contact with him� I was not 
able to locate his residence, but when I drove into Ola I ran into the 
Police Chief� I told him who I was looking for and why and asked if 
he knew where I may find him� He gave me a location in the same 
place I had been looking�

During the conversation, I described what was in the dump and 
that it was possible that he may not be responsible for the dump and 
he could have just lived in the residence at some point� When the 
Police Chief heard that most of the dumped items were wood and 
items that would be found from tearing down a structure, or a home 
remodel, and large bamboo that had been cleared, he said that Mr� 
Watson had lived in a house three blocks from City Hall back in 
the summer that was being remodeled� We went to the location and 
I was able to confirm that the material did come from that house� He 
obtained the home owners phone number and I called him�

The home owners name was Ira Hambright� Mr� Hambright said 
he had hired a couple of people to haul off the material to the dump 
but didn’t know their names, but he did know where they lived� 
That residence was three houses down the same street� I drove to 

that residence and spoke to a woman that said she was the mother 
of the man that was tearing down the structure� His name was 
Timothy Kendrick�

While we were talking Timothy came walking up the street� 
I asked him about the dump and he said his sister Felicia Phillips and 
her boyfriend, Timothy Wiggins, were hauling it off� I called Felecia 
and made arrangements to meet her at the Dardanelle Sheriff ’s office 
that afternoon� She did not show up�

The next morning I stopped by the convenience store in Ola 
where her mother worked and told her that if she talked to Felecia 
to tell her that I was going to Hot Springs and when I got back 
I would be looking for her and she needed to contact me as soon as 
possible� While I was in Hot Springs I got a call from Terry Gentry 
informing me that he had found another dump on private land owned 
by Barry Tippin, about 50 yards from the management boundary 
that contained the same material� Felecia Phillips also called me and 
I made arrangements to meet her at Ola City Hall, when I got back�

I went by the second dump site before I met Felecia to confirm that 
it was the same type material, which it was� When I spoke to Felecia, 
she admitted that she and Timothy Wiggins had in fact dumped the 
material on the management area� She did not admit at first that she 
had dumped the material on Mr� Tippin’s property� When I explained 
to her that Mr� Hambright would be responsible for the dump on 
Mr� Tippin’s property and it would cost him a considerable amount 
of money she admitted that they had dumped it also�

I issued her a citation for 19�05, Littering/Dumping on WMAs and 
then drove to Timothy Wiggin’s residence and issued him a citation 
for the same after he admitted he was involved� I called Barry Tippin 
and gave him the names of the individuals and he is currently pursuing 
charges on his own for that incident� n
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ENFORCEMENT DISTRICT A-4

Birthday 
at Bowen Bridge

By Corporal Ronnie White

On Sunday, September 4, 2011, I was working the Bowen Bridge Access of the Little 
Missouri River� I was sitting at a vantage point on the south bank of the river to 
watch for any violations� We receive several complaints every year at this access, which 

include littering and alcohol or drug use� Bowen Bridge Access is easy to get to yet it still 
has that remote feel that violators are comfortable with� When I first arrived there was only 
one vehicle in the parking lot�

I contacted Sergeant Nate Hellums and told him there was only one vehicle and there was 
not much need for him to come to the access� While on the phone with Sergeant Hellums 
I noticed some vehicles coming down Bowen Bridge Road toward the access� I saw a red 
truck with several people in the back and they appeared to be dancing or jumping around 
in the bed of the truck� The truck also had a door on each side opened as they were driving 
down the road� I could see several other vehicles following behind the red truck� As they 
neared the access I saw a bright blue can fly from the passenger side of either a black truck 
or the black car that was directly behind the black truck� I told Sergeant Hellums what 
I was seeing and asked him to come to my location� As I waited for his arrival I continued 
to watch for violations at the access�

As soon as the five vehicles arrived the passengers made their way to the bridge and began 
jumping off of it� There had been a lot of problems with swimmers jumping from the bridge 
and not allowing landowners to cross without a lot of hassle� The County has put up a sign 
that states “No parking on or jumping from bridge�”

As I was watching them I began noticing several individuals walking to the bridge and 
in the parking lot with blue cans that I recognized as beer cans� At this access, like the 
majority of all AGFC accesses, possessing an alcoholic beverage is prohibited and is posted 
by a large sign� I also noticed that the cans I saw coming onto the bridge, I was not seeing 
leave the bridge� I notified Sergeant Hellums of what I was seeing and he told me he was 
just a few minutes away�

We decided that he would drive in and I would watch to see if anyone tried to hide or 
throw anything when they saw him come down the road� When they saw Sergeant Hellums 
coming down the road someone yelled something and everyone that was standing around the 
trucks hurried to the front end of the truck� I went to the access and Sergeant Hellums told 
the individuals I had been watching them and we had some issues to deal with� I took out 
my notes and began telling them which ones I had seen drinking and they all told me that 
they had been drinking� I also spoke with them about the littering� Two of the individuals 
told me they had littered and one of them claimed the can I saw come out of the vehicles 
when they first arrived� One of the suspects told me that one of the girls in the group had 
a birthday party the night before and they were just finishing off the beer that was left over�

There were eight citations, issued to six people, for the violations� Six of the citations were 
for AGFC Code 19�07 - Activities Prohibited Where Signs Are Posted, which was for possessing 
alcohol in a prohibited area, and two were for AGFC Code 19�05 – Littering Streams and 
Public Hunting Lands Prohibited� Each individual drinking alcohol was also transported to 
the Pike County Sheriff ’s Office by a Deputy and cited for Minor in Possession and then 
released to their parent or guardian� n
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You Can’t Take My License, 
I Don’t Have One!

By Wildlife Officer David Hall

One day I had a nuisance animal call in DeQueen� While I was 
there the officer that was working with me was dispatched 
concerning a white car with Texas tags that might have an 

intoxicated driver� We met the vehicle and turned around to check 
it� The vehicle then turned off on Craig Lane and we were not to 
catch up with the vehicle until it reached the city limits�

The vehicle turned right onto a road and swung wide driving into 
the opposing lane of traffic� Officer Baker then initiated a traffic stop 
on the vehicle and the driver drove left of center again� The vehicle 
finally pulled over and I walked up to the driver and observed the 
driver as having red, watery eyes� I could also smell an odor that 
I would associate with the consumption of an alcoholic beverage� 
There were three occupants in the vehicle�

Officer Baker performed a PBT test with a reading of �174 on the 
driver� He then agreed to perform several field sobriety tests� He only 
made it to the count of two before he had to put his leg down to steady 
himself when he did the one-legged stance for Officer Baker� I had 
him do the same test a few minutes later and he put his foot down 
on the count of three and kept raising his arms to steady himself� On 

the nine-step heel to toe, he started early before I finished telling him 
directions� He stepped out of the line on steps 2, 3, 7 and stopped on 
step 8� On the way back he stepped out of the line on steps 2 and 7� 
He was wobbly and kept raising his arms during the test�

It was very obvious this driver was drunk and had no business 
behind the wheel of a vehicle� There was one other thing that kept 
bothering me� He did not have a driver’s license and only had an 
ID� I asked him if he had lost his license due to a DWI in the past� 
He informed me that he couldn’t get a driver’s license because he 
was legally blind� He said that even with glasses, he couldn’t see well 
enough to pass the eye test at the DMV�

When I asked him why he was driving if he was legally blind 
and he just shrugged his shoulders� He was placed into the vehicle 
and taken to the Sevier County jail for a Chemical Breath Test� 
I administered the test and it indicated that he had a reading of �118� 
He was charged with DWI and placed into custody� I believe that he 
would not have made the 30 mile trip that he was attempting� He is 
lucky that we stopped him� n
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What’s In The Bag?
By Wildlife Officer David Hall

As officers, we never know what a situation is going to turn 
into� Even though I know better, I still seem surprised when 
something or somebody turns into something I wasn’t expecting� 

A perfect example of this occurred when I was checking fishermen 
late one summer day�

I pulled up to a favorite fishing and swimming hole on the Cossatot 
River one evening and noticed two men wade fishing� Since they were 
out of my reach I checked the other people at the river and waited for 
the two men to come back to their vehicle� As it was starting to get 
dark, the duo still seemed hesitant to come back� I figured they were 
waiting on me to leave because of some minor violation� I decided to 
drive away and walk back to the river� I was right, because as soon 
as I got back to their vehicle, I could hear them wading back to the 
river bank talking about that blasted game warden! You should have 
seen the surprise on their faces when I stepped out of the shadows� 
Sure enough they couldn’t find their fishing licenses and I had to 
call their names in to check to see if they had valid fishing licenses�

It was at this point that things started to get weird� I ran their 
names though Little Rock and they both came back as felons and 
one of them had a felony warrant� The warrant was out of Polk 

County for Possessing Firearms by Certain Persons� That fellow was 
also a Schedule 3 Sex Offender�

They gave consent to search the vehicle and in the back I noticed 
a plastic bag that appeared to be moving� Upon closer examination it 
looked like there was a large Timber Rattlesnake in the bag� When you 
are in the back hatch of an SUV and you come across something like 
this, you feel like you are trapped in there with a bomb� It was at this 
point that I walked, not so calmly, back to the handcuffed subjects 
and demanded to know what was up with the snake in the vehicle�

Both subjects said that they were following a vehicle that had run 
over the snake� They said they then put the snake in a bag and kept 
it� They told me the snake was dead� I advised the bumbling duo that 
the snake was alive and well, in a bag, in their vehicle� They stated 
that it was dead because they had smashed its head� They said it must 
be its nerves� The snake was dead and was only jerking because of 
nerves� This was a great relief to me and apparently to them also�

I advised both subjects about the laws concerning snakes of 
Arkansas� I then transported them to Polk County where they could 
hang out at the local Sheriff ’s office� n
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Marijuana Eradication
By Corporal Ronnie White, All photos by Corporal Ronnie White

On July 27, 2011, I assisted with the Marijuana Eradication in 
Pike County� I was on the ground crew and pulled the Kawasaki 
Mule� At the end of the day the helicopter, piloted by AGFC 

Corporal Todd Adams, spotted some possible marijuana plants north 
of Muddy Fork Road about five to six miles west of Murfreesboro�

We pulled 18 plants that ranged from three to six feet tall� There 
were also two male plants that had been pulled and were lying in the 
area of the other plants� Some research growers pull the male plants 
so the female plants will produce a better product� There were also 
several broken arrowheads and pieces of flint lying on a stump near 
the plants (historically arrowheads go with controlled substances 
grower/manufacturers)� There were only a few plants but these are 
a few less plants that will be used for illegal purposes� n

Deputy Jack Naron, Sheriff Preston “Pep” Glenn and Corporal Ronnie White.Sheriff Preston “Pep” Glenn and National Guard soldier.

Corporal Todd Adams flying helicopter.
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It Just Doesn’t Work
By Wildlife Officer David Hall

During deer season people lose their good sense� They will do 
anything to get that buck, even if it means breaking the law� 
One day I was at a local sporting goods store and someone 

walked up to me with a question� Now that isn’t an odd thing, because 
during deer season catching a game warden in town and asking 
a question is almost as good as bagging a good buck� Anyhow the 
dude got to talking to me and informed me that his son had found 
some bait in Provo WMA�

I walked out there and found his bait� I figured there might be some 
corn or maybe a mineral block out there� I was right; he had placed 
some corn out there� He had also put a mineral block, some acorn 
attractant, and some deer cocaine� I guess if I was a deer I would want 
some variety too� It would have been fine if he would have stopped 
here, but that wasn’t enough for him� He also threw the wrappers to 
the bait all over the ground along with his personal trash�

There was a blind lying on the ground beside the bait� I guess the 
wind had blown it over� Where it had been set up there was a chair 
and a box still in the same spot� The chair didn’t blow over because 
it had a full bag of corn holding it down� I also noticed that the 
outlaw had been driving his 4-wheeler off of the road to his stand�

I knew that with all these violations the subject would definitely 
not have his name on the stand� I was right� I guess if you’re going 
to break the law, you might as well break all of them� I checked on 
the spot for a couple of days with no luck� I did notice that someone 
had set the hunting blind back up� Finally when the weekend came 

I borrowed the undercover truck and just waited on someone to drive 
up there on a 4-wheeler� No one came� I had already decided that the 
4-wheeler was probably coming from the house about a mile down 
the road� The house had an ATV in the yard and a green truck�

I was just about to give up on a Saturday afternoon when I noticed 
that the green truck was parked about a quarter mile down the 
road� It finally dawned on me that the 4-wheeler wasn’t going to 
come because the guy was already there� He had parked down the 
road and walked a ways to get to his stand� I walked up there and 
there sat a young man� He was holding a rifle and wasn’t wearing 
an orange hat� I had him carry all his stuff back to the road, while 
I went back for my truck� When we got up to the road I pointed out 
all of his violations�

I ended up citing him for the bait and for the littering and gave him 
written warnings for not having his name on his stand and driving 
his ATV off the road on his previous trips out there� I also gave him 
verbal warnings for the other violations, to save paper�

Oh I guess I forgot to mention that he was also a felon� It just 
wasn’t his day� I did have to ask him why he had all the different 
kind of attractants out there� He said when one wouldn’t work he 
would bring out another one� I guess if I hadn’t stopped him when 
I did, he would have bought out Wal-Mart� I did inform him that 
the attractant did work� He didn’t read the fine print� It attracts 
Game Wardens�

 n
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Gator Bait
By Captain Jackie Runion, Photos submitted by Captain Jackie Runion

Wildlife Officers will see a lot of bizarre things in their careers 
and nothing seems to surprise me anymore, no matter how 
crazy the act or stupid the conduct� Criminals seem to find 

themselves in serious situations, although brought on by their own 
actions; some are strange or even funny�

The Three Lakes Hunting Club is a large duck club with many 
members� The club has several cabins and houses that are occupied 
only during the hunting season� In the summer of 2011, I was working 
in Miller County when the Sheriff ’s Department put out a call for 
assistance� The Sheriff ’s Department had received a call from an 
adjacent landowner who found two males and a female walking out 
of the duck lease across his property� The suspicious acting people 
asked if he could help them get a UTV unstuck� They had apparently 
stolen it from the Three Lakes property sometime in the night�

Officers arrived near the scene and started getting calls from the 
landowners that their cabins had been burglarized and a UTV was 
stolen� The suspects started running on foot, of course, and I started 

checking the very large area� Several hours went by and many times 
officers would get a sighting but the suspects would take off and hit 
the thickets�

Approximately five miles from where the suspects initially began 
running another sighting was made� This time the landowner fired 
a 12-gauge shotgun in the air when he caught the suspect walking 
down the road on the Queens Plantation Duck Club� The suspect 
took off running and got to a large duck reservoir and dove head 
first in the water and swam out to a small island� I was very close to 
the area and drove up on the levee and could see the suspect’s head 
bobbing up and down� I figured I may as well get a picture of this 
since it will probably be a while before I get the opportunity to 
observe an Einstein like this again� I took several pictures of the thief 
and arranged for a small boat and a K-9 officer to paddle out to the 
island and retrieve the crook�

This same island is the home of an 11-foot gator that I have 
seen many times� A short time later the other male and female were 
arrested, still on the Three Lakes property� They had doubled back 
to the cabins they had broken into the night before� I guess you 
could say they were having a real bad day; the male was cornered 
by one of the owners of the cabins that were burglarized, and after 
the landowner fired several shots in the ground next to the second 
suspect, he decided not to run anymore� n

Suspect’s head above the water in the duck reservoir.

Suspect out of the water.

Officers talking to suspect.
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Fish … It’s What’s For Dinner
By Corporal Chesley Sigman, All photos submitted by Corporal Chesley Sigman

After twelve years of enforcement work, people never cease to 
amaze me� This was also the case while working fishermen at 
John Benjamin Lake�

It was a nice, sunny day and I thought I would check some 
fishing licenses at some local fishing holes� I had just spoken to my 
partner and he wanted me to come get him� I decided to check John 
Benjamin Lake on the way to pick him up� I pulled into the parking 
lot and could see a man fishing on one of the docks� I walked down 
to him and asked him if he was doing any good� He told me that he 
was wearing the trout out� I pulled up his stringer and could see five 
trout on his stringer� He commented that he had his limit and said 
that he was going to pack it up and go home� I checked his license 
and told him to enjoy his fish� I then drove to the other side and 
checked another man fishing� As I was leaving, I could see the trout 
fisherman carrying his stuff up to the truck� I waved at him and 
went to pick up my partner�

I pulled up to Sergeant Nathan Hellums house and he loaded up in 
the truck with me� We drove to a couple of places on the Caddo River 
and did not find anyone� We decided to go back to John Benjamin 
Lake and see if anyone else had shown up� I parked my truck short 
of the lake and we walked in� When we approached the parking lot, 
I could see the truck that belonged to the trout fisherman that I had 
checked earlier� I told Nate that he already had his limit of trout, 
so we decided to watch him� We noticed three other people on the 
other side of the lake� Sergeant Hellums decided to sneak around the 
levee of the lake and watch the other men while I stood behind the 
bathrooms and watched the trout fisherman� As Nate was sneaking 

around the levee, I noticed that his subjects were packing up to leave� 
I called him and told him that his subjects were leaving� I heard my 
guy putting his stuff in the back of his truck� I told Sergeant Hellums 
that my subject was at his vehicle and I was going to approach him�

When I peeked around the building, I could see the trout fisherman 
making a break for the bathroom� I waited for the man to finish his 
business before I approached him� When I heard the bathroom door 
open, I watched the man walk toward his truck� At the same time, 
Sergeant Hellums had stepped out of the woods and was checking 
the men on the other side of the lake� The trout fisherman saw “the 
Game Warden” on the other side of the lake, and all I can say is I am 
glad that he went to the bathroom before he saw Sergeant Hellums� 
He stopped, looked around and quickly got in his truck� When he 
started the truck, I tapped on the window� The man looked at me 
and dropped his head� When he rolled down his window, I asked if 
he had caught anymore trout� Without looking up, he said “I caught 
four more … I have nine�” He got out of the truck and I asked him 
what he was thinking� He said that he didn’t think that I would come 
back after checking him� He thought wrong�

I took evidence photos of him and the fish and then began to 
write him a citation� He asked me what it was going to cost him 
and I told him that I could charge him $220 per fish, for each fish 
over the limit; a total of $880� His heart sank� I told him that since 
he never lied to me and was cooperative, I would only charge him 
$220� He said he was relieved that he didn’t have to pay $880, but 
it was still the most expensive fish dinner he ever bought� n

Trout Fisherman at John Benjamin Lake.

His most expensive fish dinner.
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Beer, Bud and Bones
By Corporal Chesley Sigman, All photos submitted by Corporal Chesley Sigman

I am not sure why pot smokers, meth users and beer drinkers like 
cemeteries, but this is one of their stories�

I had been working all day and was headed to the house� 
Near my home is a cemetery and I usually swung through it on my 
way home� It has paid off in the past� As I pulled into the cemetery, 
I could see a Ford Ranger pickup in the parking area� I got out of 
my truck and walked around the truck� I could see that the windows 
were down, the keys were in the seat and there was a case of beer in 
bed� I knew they had not gone far� I looked around the cemetery 
and could not see anyone, so I decided to drive to the back of the 
cemetery and wait�

I no sooner got turned around in the back of the cemetery, when 
I saw a Cadillac pull in on the other side of the Ranger pickup� With 
the Ranger blocking me from their view, I drove right up to them� 
When I pulled in front of the car, I could tell by the look on their 
faces that I was the last person that they wanted to see�

I walked up to the driver’s side of the car and the driver immediately 
lit a cigarette� This is usually a clue that they are trying to cover up 

the smell of something� I asked the driver to roll down his window 
and as he did, the smell of bud (marijuana) hit me like a brick� 
I immediately asked the driver where his weed was and he just looked 
at me� I told him that he was busted and he needed to just hand it 
to me� He reached under his leg, and after explaining to him that 
reaching for something without telling the officer was not a good 
idea, he handed me a marijuana pipe� I had the two young men 
step out of the vehicle, and after patting them down, I searched the 
vehicle for other illegal contraband� The driver claimed the pipe; he 
and the pipe were taken to the Pike County Sheriff ’s Office by one 
of the Deputies� The owner of the Ranger pickup, a minor, admitted 
to smoking marijuana and was not allowed to drive his vehicle� He 
told me that the beer in the back of the truck was his brother’s beer� 
I explained to him that he could be charged with Minor in Possession 
of Alcohol�

I asked the men why they went to the cemetery to smoke their 
bud and they said they didn’t think cops or game wardens checked 
cemeteries� n

Marijuana pipe.

Subjects caught in cemetery with Marijuana and alcohol.
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Ron Aaron, Captain

BAXTER COUNTY
Chris Majors 
Doug Small 

Lyndle Crownover

IZARD COUNTY
Ryan Warner 
Jeff Cowan

MARION COUNTY
Brice Smith, Sergeant 

Joe Purdom 
Tim Davenport

SEARCY COUNTY
Jerry Smith, Lieutenant 
Dennis Leek, Sergeant

STONE COUNTY
John Crisman 
Chad Cruce

VAN BUREN COUNTY
Jay Hagans 

Don Pennington

ENFORCEMENT DISTRICT B-1

Young Hunters 
Gone Bad
By Corporal Lyndle Crownover

I received a tip, about a male subject that shot a buck deer out of season, in September 
2011� The information came from a Confidential Informant who had given me good 
information in the past� The information I received was that J�D� shot a big buck in a local 

farmer’s hayfield; out of season with a rifle� He cut the horns off of it and was bragging to 
people about killing it�

Since the incident happened on the Baxter/Fulton County line I notified Wildlife Officer 
Derek Winter to assist me� I met with Officer Winter on October 1, 2011, at Viola� We 
started traveling on Highway 87 North, to the suspect’s house, when we met a South bound 
red Ford ranger; Officer Winter identified the driver as J�D� We turned our vehicle around, 
and as we did, J�D� pulled off into a parking lot� When we exited our vehicle I started visiting 
with J�D�, asking him for his identification� I told him I had been looking for him for a while� 
He asked me if it was about that one deer and I told him that was part of it; I was going to 
let him tell me what he had done to see if he was going to tell me the truth or not�

I read J�D� his rights and he was willing to make a statement to me� I explained to him 
that any vehicle or guns used in this incident could be seized and he needed to tell me the 
truth, about everything, and things would go a lot smoother� He started explaining about 
one of the bucks he had killed and I asked him how many bucks he had killed, so far, this 
year� J�D�, at that time, told me he had killed four bucks out of season; he shot one more but 
didn’t find it� Two were shot at night and all were shot from a County Road�

We followed J�D� to his house to collect the horns from the deer he had poached out of 
season� After arriving at his house we collected three sets of horns; all in full velvet� He gave 
us a statement for each buck he killed� He stated the deer were killed with a �22 caliber rifle 
and a Marlin 30-30�

J�D� also stated that one of his neighbors had shot and killed two bucks while being in the 
truck with him; one was shot, at night, in the Viola Church of Christ parking lot� He stated 
they took the deer to his house and cut the horns off; throwing away the rest of the deer� At 
that time, Officer Winter contacted Sergeant Scotty Watkins to go to the neighbor’s house 
and keep him there, until we arrived�

After issuing citations to J�D� we accompanied Sergeant Watkins to the neighbor’s residence� 
Sergeant Watkins and Officer Winter had issued him citations the day before for an unrelated 
deer poaching incident�

Sergeant Watkins got him to confess to one of the deer killed in the church parking lot� 
I visited with him and he admitted to me he had killed three turkeys the past spring; his 
grandmother checked one of them� Both were written several citations for Night Hunting, 
Road Hunting, Hunting out of Season, Wasting Game, Turkey Tagging Requirements and several 
other citations� The two were written several warnings; they were only 18-19-years-old� n
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Santa With A Ticket Book
By Lieutenant Jerry Smith

A few years ago a local sheriff ’s department volunteered to deliver 
Christmas presents to needy families� The sheriff ’s department 
asked a Wildlife Officer (now retired) to help them deliver gifts 

to some homes out in the country� He had another law enforcement 
officer with him and they were having a great time delivering presents 
and seeing the excited looks on the faces of the children�

After visiting several homes, they stopped and exited the vehicle 

carrying presents and were met by several people from the house� 
After several minutes of talking to the people, the other officer noticed 
a deer hanging from a tree behind the home and began trying to 
signal the wildlife officer to look� When he finally saw the deer it 
was clear, it was illegal� The parents were then cited by Santa Claus 
for the illegal deer�

 n

Is Your House On Fire?
By Lieutenant Jerry Smith

Luck is a good thing to have on your side if you are a Wildlife 
Officer or a poacher� In some instances it seems like the poachers 
have all the luck, but in this instance it worked the other way�

I was returning home from the office, after working on paperwork 
most of the day, when I noticed what looked like a huge amount of 
smoke coming from the back of a house� As I passed, I looked but 
couldn’t tell if the house was on fire or if they were burning trash or 
something� I turned around and went back to the house and pulled 
into the drive� As I approached the house, I passed by a pickup truck 
and noticed blood and hair in the back of the truck� It appeared to 
be from a deer�

I knocked on the door and soon a man answered� I told him that 
I had seen a large amount of smoke and was concerned� He said he 
had started a fire in his furnace and left the door open to allow it to 
start burning good� We walked around the house and he closed the 
door to the furnace�

I asked him how big a deer he had killed and he looked kind 
of sick� He said he had killed an eight point� When I asked him 
where it was he said, “You know this new checking system is kind 
of complicated�” He then walked over to a nearby building and as 
he was opening the door he said, “I haven’t checked the deer�” Luck 
was certainly not on his side that day� n

Stranded Fishermen
By Sergeant Brice Smith

On June 18, 2011 at around 20:05 hours I received a call from 
Little Rock dispatch about three fishermen stranded on the 
White River near Buffalo City in Baxter County� I checked 

in service at 20:15 hours and arrived at Ranchette Access about 30 
minutes later with my river boat to put on the White River and go 
down river� The report called in said the three fishermen were about 
one mile from Buffalo City but the caller didn’t know if it was north 
or south of Buffalo City�

As I arrived and attempted to access the river I determined it was 
extremely too dangerous to access the river� We had zero visibility 
due to the fog on the river along with six units generating on Bull 
Shoals Dam� At this point I loaded my boat back up and left the 
area where I made contact again with the concerned party and let 
him know the only options I had left�

This option was to contact the Baxter County Sheriff ’s office and 
request a helicopter to search for the boaters� The complainant advised 
me he had just talked to them again and they had got their boat 
back in the river and were floating downstream toward Buffalo City�

I started to Buffalo City where I located the three subjects standing 
on the bank near the access area� I loaded all three subjects up so 
they could get warm and gave them some water� At this point I got 
in contact with the fourth party so he could bring a boat trailer and 
vehicle to pick the subjects and boat up� When Mr� Aaron Keith 
arrived I advised Little Rock dispatch everyone had been located 
and all were safe� I checked out of service at 23:33 hours on June 
18, 2011� n
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B-1 Officers At Work And Retired
By Sergeant Brice Smith, All photos submitted by Sergeant Brice Smith

Stolen ATVs recovered by Sergeant Brice Smith and Corporal Tim Davenport.

Beaver Problems at the Fred Berry Center on Crooked Creek. Traps 
checked by Sergeant Brice Smith and Corporal Joe Purdom.

Brothers Retired • Wildlife Officer Frank Smith and Trooper Lyle Smith 
retired after 30+ years service each: Thanks for your leadership.
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Flood Water Rescue
By Sergeant Brice Smith

On October 9, 2009 I was asked to assist the Marion County 
Sheriff ’s office in the Pyatt area at a low water crossing on 
County Road 3022� The call was in reference to a person and 

vehicle stranded in the water on Sugar Orchard Creek� Thursday 
night we had received over three inches of rain and all our creeks 
were in flood condition�

As I arrived at the scene the deputy was already there but with no 
equipment to extract the person� About that time the Pyatt Volunteer 
Fire Department arrived, also no equipment for swift water rescue� 
I returned to my state truck where I had my NRS Rescue bag� 
I explained to the deputy and the VFD what I was going to try to 
do and needed their assistance to pull this off�

At this point the water was already up on the side glass of the 
1997 GMC Jimmy and you could see the vehicle slowly slipping 
downstream� I waded in water about waist deep to get to a position 
where I could make the toss to the person� On my first attempt 
I was successful in reaching the person� I explained to the person 
what I wanted him to do for his safety and mine� He got tied off to 
the rescue rope and the rope was secured to a nearby tree� At this 
point Marion County rescue arrived and they got a rescue PFD to 
the subject� He hooked the rescue rope to the PFD hook and the 
deputy and I pulled the man to safety� n

Jet Ski Jockey
By Corporal Lyndle Crownover

On September 8, 2011, around 12:00 p.m., I responded to 
a possible stolen Jet Ski incident� Corps Rangers Mark Paden 
and Jackie Estes observed a Jet Ski, and operator not wearing 

a PFD, around the Bidwell Point area� After making contact with 
them and running the numbers on the Yamaha 500 Jet Ski AGFC 
dispatch said it came back stolen�

After arriving on the scene, I questioned a male subject who 
stated he had bought the Jet Ski for $500; the paperwork and bill of 
sale were in St� Louis, Missouri� I contacted the Police Department 
in Shakopee, Minnesota and spoke to Officer Gregg Tucci, who 
had taken the stolen vessel report� I also got the number for the 
complainant; he stated he had never heard of the suspect and the Jet 

Ski and trailer were taken, without his permission, from Canterbury 
Horse Racing Park�

The suspect stated he worked for Canterbury Park, where he 
exercised race horses� I contacted the security guard at the park and 
he said the suspect had been fired and was not to be on the grounds 
for at least 30 days� The security guard stated the suspect must have 
stolen the vessel when he left there, after being fired�

The suspect and his girlfriend were placed under arrest and taken 
to the Baxter County Detention Center for questioning� The two 
were questioned separately� The suspect finally admitted he stole the 
Jet Ski and was charged with receiving stolen merchandise� n
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District B-1 News
By Corporal Lyndle Crownover, All photos submitted by Corporal Lyndle Crownover

A couple arrested for possession of marijuana on Norfork Lake.

Boating accident on Norfork Lake, with no injuries; It pays to wear a life jacket.

Corporals Lyndle Crownover and Chris Majors after a good day pheasant 
hunting in western Kansas.

Eight deer illegally taken in Marion County. Subjects were arrested by 
Corporals Tim Davenport and Lyndle Crownover.

Corporal Lyndle Crownover’s niece, Kenzie Walker, on her first duck hunt. 
2010-11 youth season.
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CONWAY COUNTY
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FAULKNER COUNTY
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Dusty Kirkpatrick
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Matt Flowers, Sergeant 
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Mike Nast, Lieutenant 

Robby King 
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ENFORCEMENT DISTRICT B-2

Cheap Entertainment
By Captain Bill Howell, Photo submitted by Captain Bill Howell

There’s a publicly owned fishing pier on Lake Conway at Pierce Creek landing, about 
500 yards from my office that has entertained me quite often� The money that AGFC 
spent on this structure has to be one of the best investments of the public’s money, 

ever� There’s no telling how many fishing licenses that pier has been responsible for selling 
since it was built�

You can go there any time of day, in any weather, and there will usually be someone, or 
even a dozen, fishing from the pier� I have seen people catch their limit of crappie from this 
pier, not once, but several times� It’s such a good fishing spot that people on the pier get 
into arguments about exactly where they can stand� If you approach the pier in a boat, on 
the water, which you have as much right to do as anyone on the pier, you will get glared at 
and occasionally cursed for invading the pier fishermen’s space�

Today when I wrote this article, the pier was surrounded by floodwater after a heavy rain� 
A bright young man backed his truck out into the water and climbed out of the window onto 
the pier, so he wouldn’t get his feet wet� The other day a boater floated under the pier and 
the fishermen on top called our dispatch to complain about him making too much noise 
and scaring the fish away! They wanted a Game Warden to come run him off� Nothing we 
could do, except laugh of course, about people taking a pastime much too seriously�

If you want to have some fun at someone else’s expense, just drive down to the pier and 
watch for about an hour� You’ll get a lesson in human nature� And, if you’re brave enough, 
venture out onto the boardwalk with a line and pole� n

Pierce Creek public fishing pier on Lake Conway.
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Two Little Known Trees 
Found In White County

By Captain Bill Howell, Photos submitted by Captain Bill Howell

When Thomas Nuttall ascended the Arkansas River in 1819, 
he wrote in his journal that he found many large groves of 
Kentucky Coffee Trees� I had never seen a Kentucky Coffee 

Tree until recently� As I was reading Nuttall’s journal, I wondered 
how a tree that was so common in his time could be so scarce today� 
I recently found the answer to that question in a passage that Carl 
Hunter, a past assistant director of the AGFC, wrote in his tree book� 
Quoting Hunter: “Although trees appear to be permanent, their range 
and local abundance changes over time … Harvesting of timber and 
soil disturbances may proliferate certain species and cause others to 
reappear after long absences from the forest�”

Wayne Kelly, an AGFC biologist, told me a few years ago about 
a forestry survey done early in his career� The subject came up when 
I had gone to Wayne for help when my daughter was collecting 
tree leaves for a school project� Wayne told me that during this 
mentioned survey, the forester had found a single Kentucky Coffee 
Tree on the Hurricane Lake WMA that Wayne managed� Wayne 
couldn’t remember exactly where the tree was located� The connection 
between what Wayne was saying and what I had read in “Nuttall” 
clicked, and it set off a desire in me to find one of these trees�

I did not know that several years would go by before I chanced 
to recognize one, based on descriptions I had read of them� Tree 
species that are new to me often have a way of “jumping out at me” 
in places that I have traveled many times before, and then something 
about it will catch my attention for the first time� It was the same 
scenario with the Kentucky Coffee Tree� The tree was bare except 

for the pods� I later found out that part of the Kentucky Coffee 
Tree’s Latin name means “bare�” At first glance, you could have 
mistaken the tree for a water locust in winter, but this tree had no 

thorns and wasn’t near water� I bent down and picked up one of the 
fallen pods and immediately recognized it as the canoe-shaped coffee 
tree pod I had seen in pictures� I did compare it to Hunter’s tree book 
description just to be sure� One of these days I will try boiling some 
of the beans and see how the Kentucky or “Indian” coffee tastes�

The next tree I found happened to be one that many people 
don’t know exists in the wild of Arkansas, just like the coffee tree� It 
is the wild Hazelnut� I think most of you readers have eaten hazelnuts 
around the holiday season� I really like them� I don’t know if these 
wild hazelnuts are like the ones you buy in the store, but I intend to 
find out, if I can beat the squirrels and blue jays to them later this 
season� This tree is usually a shrub, and was in this case� You could 
easily drive or walk right by it on the roadside without even paying any 
attention� Luckily this time I was paying attention� It was February 
12, and the only trees that were in full flower were the maples and 
elms, or so I thought� All of a sudden, some long green tree flowers, 
at head height, “jumped out” at me, catching my attention, because 
I wasn’t expecting to see them at this early date, and because the 
sun was shining right on them through the canopy, and shining on 
nothing else because of the canopy shade arrangement� I backed the 
truck up and looked at them closely, and remembered seeing a nearly 
identical picture in Hunter’s book� I took a photograph and compared 
it to Hunter’s picture and detailed written description� This was it, 
the Hazelnut tree!

I’ve been looking for new trees for about fifteen years now, and 
it’s taken me this long to find the Kentucky Coffee Tree and the 
Hazelnut Tree� n

Kentucky Coffee Tree seedpod, found in White County, Arkansas.

Male flowers of the wild Hazelnut Tree found in White County, Arkansas.
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District B-2 Christmas Donations
By Corporal Jeremy Bishop, Photo submitted by Corporal Jeremy Bishop

Each year the Arkansas Wildlife Officers 
Association provides money to each of the 
State’s 12 Enforcement Districts to use for 

Christmas Donations, to local charities� This year 
B-2 District donated to two different charities�

The first was the Southern Christian Home in 
Morrilton which is a ministry of the Churches of 
Christ� It has been in existence since 1926, when 
it originated in Fort Smith; in 1936 it relocated 
to Morrilton� It is a children’s home that cares for 
school age children through High School� Their 
residential facility can provide full time care for 
up to 48 children, who come to the home through 
private placement or through State Agencies� If you 
wish to learn more about this charity you can visit 
their website at http://www�schome�org, or you may 
call (501) 354-2428�

The second charity B-2 District donated to was the 
Main Street Mission in Russellville� The Main Street 
Mission began in 1994 and has been serving the River 
Valley ever since� They serve Pope, Yell, Johnson, 
Conway, Perry, and Logan counties by providing 
food boxes to the hungry� Each food box contains a weeks’ worth of 
food� In 2009 they provided over 9,500 boxes of food to the needy; 
feeding 18,672 adults and 12,408 children� They also provide donated 
clothing, furniture and appliances to those in need� They are funded 
solely by private donations from individuals, churches, businesses, 
and organizations� If you would like to learn more about Main Street 

Mission, or to donate, visit them at: http://mainstreetmission�org/v2/; 
or call them at (479) 968-8303�

These donations, and all donations made by the Arkansas Wildlife 
Officers Association, are made possible by the advertisers in this 
magazine� Please take time to look through the ads and support the 
Association by supporting our advertisers� n

Corporal Jeremy Bishop presenting Southern Christian Home with a donation from the 
AWOA on behalf of B-2 Enforcement District.

AGFC Programs Changing Attitudes
By Corporal Robbie Stout

Since going to the work for the AGFC I have done hundreds of 
school programs, trying to help and mentor younger children 
to understand the purpose of the Commission and why we have 

rules and regulations� Nothing has been more beneficial, at working 
toward that goal, than the programs that are now available to schools 
in this state�

In the last few years two programs have started in my assigned 
county; Arkansas National Archery in Schools Program and the 
Arkansas Youth Shooting Sports Program� The first year Perryville 
Elementary started the archery program they qualified for Nationals 
in Louisville, Kentucky� Since then, a High School team has been 
started and dozens of kids are involved in the program� We also have 

a Clay Shooting Team that competes at the state level, with over 60 
kids signed up in the program�

I have noticed a huge difference in the attitudes of some of these 
kids, and their parents, toward the Commission and what we stand 
for� Parents who I have chased for years, and would hardly speak to 
a Wildlife Officer, are coming up to us talking about how thankful 
they are for these programs; you always get a smile and a wave from 
the kids at the ballpark or store�

I would encourage any school in the State not signed up for 
these programs through the AGFC, to seriously think about it� 
Contact the Commission for more information at (800) 364-4263, 
or www�agfc�com and click on Education� You will not regret it! n
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He Didn’t Say That
By Corporal Ross Spurlock, Photo submitted by Corporal Ross Spurlock

In early March, 2012, I was dispatch to Old River Lake in reference 
to a sunken boat� I arrived on scene and found a Champion bass 
boat; for some reason had taken on water and was sitting on the 

bottom� No one was around the boat so I ran the registration numbers 
and contemplated what to do next� I couldn’t find a telephone 
number for the registered owner and decided to look around the 
immediate area, to make sure the operator hadn’t been thrown out 
of the boat� I contacted several fishermen in boats, in the area, but 
no one seemed to know what happened� I saw three people fishing 
on the bank, behind a house, about 300 yards from the accident 
scene; I motored over to them�

As I pulled up, two of the three fishermen began to get their fishing 
license out� I decided to check their licenses before I asked about the 
sunken boat� The first two subjects had a valid fishing license� The 
third told me he thought his was expired� I ran his license through 

radio and found he hadn’t had a valid license since 2008� As I began 
to fill out a citation, the man asked me if I knew a current AGFC 
employee; I advised him that I did� He asked if that would help me 
decide to issue him a warning� I told him to just hold on and let me 
finish with my paperwork�

Now what he didn’t know, I was probably going to issue him 
a warning, but here’s where it all changed� While I was filling out 
the citation, he started telling me about an officer he knew� He stated 
this officer had arrested him before and arrested several of his buddies 
for poaching, over the past several years� He told me this officer was 
a real **$@!*� I immediately stopped writing and started listening 
a lot closer� I asked him the officer’s name; he couldn’t remember�

I couldn’t believe he was going to stand in front of me and bad 
mouth an officer and expect me to issue him a warning� I asked him 
what area did all these friends get arrested� He said out Highway 10 

area in Pulaski County; I really got interested� He told 
me the officer’s name started with an “S�” I was about 
to bust by now, because he couldn’t see my name on my 
shirt; I had my life jacket on� I went ahead and completed 
the pay citation and then let him have a little more rope� 
I asked him again; try to think of the officer’s name� All 
he could do is keep using curse words to describe the 
officer and it was getting worse� He was really getting 
personal; he just didn’t know it yet�

Finally I told him I needed him to sign his citation 
and I explained to him the court date and the fine� After 
I got him to sign his name on the citation, I told him 
whoops, I forgot to put my name on there� I told him 
my name was Spurlock, as I signed the citation, and he 
blurted out, “that’s him, Spurlock; that sorry piece of 
**%$!” He still didn’t get it, as he continued to tell me 
how sorry I was� Finally I stopped him and showed him 
my name; that was hidden behind the life jacket� The 
look on his face was priceless� I politely reintroduced 
myself, since he claimed we had already met�

His buddy standing next to him was about to fall 
over laughing at him� He repeatedly told him how stupid 
he was� All he could do is just stand there and stare at 
the citation�

Finally, I asked the group about the sunken boat but 
they couldn’t tell me anything about it because they were 
too busy making fun of their buddy�

To finish the story, I found out the operator of the boat 
had struck an object that made the boat take on water; 
another boat took him back to the boat ramp� As for me, 
I have high hopes the guy that got the citation comes to 
court; and wants a trial� So I get to retell my story and 
let the judge hear what he had to say about me� n

Champion bass boat sitting on the bottom of Old River Lake; 
investigated by Corporal Ross Spurlock.
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Trash Dumps In Perry County
By Corporal Jeremy Bishop, All photos submitted by Corporal Jeremy Bishop

One of my major pet peeves is people dumping trash on public 
property� A couple of months ago, Corporal Robbie Stout and 
I had an opportunity to come into contact with a few of these 

litter-bugs� We had received information about a couple of dumpsites 
and I found another while on routine patrol�

The first dumpsite was on Harris Brake WMA� It was located in 
an area where loggers had been working to remove storm damaged 
timber� In this dump were several bags of trash, as well as larger 

household items� After digging through the piles we were able to get 
several names, belonging to the same family� After making contact 
with a few of the names, we were able to determine who it was that 
actually dumped the trash; and got him to admit to it�

The second dumpsite, we found on the same day, was on Winona 
WMA� Again we were able to find names in this trash pile, and we 
were able to make contact with the offender� This time the owners 

continued on 91

Dumpsite on Harris Brake WMA investigated by Corporals Jeremy Bishop and Robbie Stout.

Fourche River dumpsite investigated by Corporals Jeremy Bishop, Chris Carpenter, and Wildlife Officer Tim Shaw.
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had trash service, but the teenage son had the trash in the back of his 
pick-up while out in the management area� He decided he didn’t want 
to haul it around any longer, so he left it for us to find�

After making contact with both of these violators, I was working 
in Bigelow, along the Fourche River, when I came across another 
fresh dumpsite� Once again, I was able to find names of the owner 
of the trash, and with help from Saline County Officers, Corporal 

Chris Carpenter and Wildlife Officer Tim Shaw, made contact with 
the owner of the trash�

I had to do a little more investigating to determine who had actually 
dumped the trash; I was given three names to work with� After paying 
home visits to these three suspects, I was finally able to determine who 
had dumped the trash� In all of these instances, violators were cited, 
and all of the dumped trash picked up and properly disposed of� n

TRASH DUMpS IN pERRY COUNTY  continued

Dumpsite on Harris Brake WMA investigated by Corporals Jeremy Bishop and Robbie Stout.
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Silver Dollars
By Wildlife Officer Eric Pratt, Photo submitted by Wildlife Officer Eric Pratt

On March 17, 2011, I received a phone call informing me of several 
male subjects that had been catching game and baitfish using 
throw nets; keeping everything they caught� The informant 

stated, he was fishing on the bank, and was watching the suspects 
while the violation was occurring� He told me the suspects were out 
in a flat bottom boat at the present time� I told him I was on the way 
and it would take me an estimated 20-25 minutes to arrive at Lake 
Atkins� He said he would keep an eye on them�

Before arriving on the scene I called the informant and he gave 
me an update on the situation� He stated they were about to get off 
the water but one had brought a cooler loaded with fish to his house 
and it was sitting outside�

I pulled up to the residence and observed a cooler sitting outside� 
As I approached the cooler I noticed silver scales and blood on the 
lid� I opened the cooler and observed it was over half full of shad� 
I knocked on the residence door and spoke with Mr� Lucas Lester� 
I questioned Mr� Lester what he was doing with all the shad and he 
informed me he was processing them and selling them for one dollar 
a pound� I asked Mr� Lester if he had a commercial license to sell 
baitfish and he stated, “No�” I asked him if he had a fishing license 
and he stated, “No�”

Mr� Lester also did not have or use any life jackets while in the 
boat� He was cited for three violations: Fishing License Requirements, 
Sale of Baitfish and a warning for Life Jacket Requirements� Mr� Lester 
gave me the names of the others involved and informed me of who 
had profited from the sale of the baitfish�

I attempted to make contact with the other suspects but they had 
left their residence� On March 20, 2011, Lieutenant Mike Mills and 
I tried to make contact with the suspects and no one was home at 
the residence�

On March 23, I made contact with Seth Haswell, Christopher 
Ford and Danny Seaton� I spoke with each one and they informed 
me Mr� Haswell and Mr� Ford had participated and profited from 
the sale of the baitfish�

Mr� Haswell had a current fishing license and was charged with 
Sale of Baitfish� Mr� Ford did not have a fishing license and was 
charged with Sale of Baitfish and issued a warning for not having 
a fishing license� Mr� Seaton stated he had just gone out with them 
and had nothing to do with catching or selling the fish� Mr� Seaton 
was issued a verbal warning for accompanying�

All have pled guilty and are on time pay� n

Shad found in cooler by Wildlife Officer Eric Pratt.  
The violators planned to sell them for $1.00 a pound.
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B-2 Officers At Work
By Corporal Robbie Stout and Corporal Ross Spurlock

Season catch for a local trapper while tagging bobcat and otter pelts.Large bear track in Winona WMA found by Corporal Robbie Stout.

Unattended Yo-Yo’s left in Fourche River, found by Corporal Robbie Stout.
While working trappers Corporal Robbie Stout came across this bobcat 

caught in a legal trap.

Corporal Stout working preseason turkey hunters.Meth Lab found in a vehicle during traffic stop.
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B-2 OFFICERS AT WORK  continued

While working trappers Corporal Robbie Stout came across this coon in a 
legal trap.

Another day at the office.
Bow Fisherman dumped these fish at a public boat ramp on the 

Fourche River, found by Corporal Robbie Stout.

Looks like a cobra!
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B-2 OFFICERS AT WORK  continued

Coca Cola truck vs. Wild Turkey on I-530 in Little Rock/Pulaski County.
Officer Robbie Stout checking crappie fishermen on Lake Maumelle 

in Pulaski County.
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The Ones That Get Away
By Corporal Robbie Stout

This magazine is full of stories from Wildlife Officers, all around 
the state, telling of scary, funny and/or big cases, and calls made 
or taken during their career� I have written a few of them myself 

of my more memorable arrests and calls� What we don’t always see 
in these pages are the stories of the hundreds of calls 
we get, where no arrest is made, or when there is 
not enough evidence to make arrests�

As we all know, Arkansas is a big state 
with thousands of acres of hunting lands 
and waterways� What a lot of people 
don’t understand is, for most counties in the 
State, there are only two officers� This breaks down 
to hundreds of square miles to patrol by each officer� 
Officers are people too; they take vacation, sick leave, or working special 
assignments in other parts of the state, or even out of state� In these 
instances one officer might be covering two or three counties� We all 
know you can’t be everywhere at once, so what can be done to help?

First, be proactive and call in violators� The Commission has 

several ways to do this� You can call the toll free Stop Poaching 
Hotline at (800) 482-9262, you can text info to TIP411, call your 
local Sheriff ’s Office and of course call your local officer directly�

Secondly, be a good witness� Try to remember as much detail 
about the suspects and/or their vehicle� Important 

information will be direction of travel, type of car 
or boat with make or model, license plate or 

registration numbers, suspect clothing, type of 
weapon used and all within a timely manner� 
I don’t know how many times I have been told 

of ongoing problems, weeks after the incident� 
Also sometimes the most important information 

is not there� In that case, information on times of day/
night, day of the week and the general area help us a lot�

Keep this information in mind next time you report a violation 
and who knows, you might get to read about it in the next issue of 
this AWOA magazine�

 n
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WILDLIFE OFFICERS 
DISTRICT B-3

DISTRICT SUPERVISOR
Fred Harrod, Captain

CALHOUN COUNTY
Vernon Morris, Sergeant 

Steve Davis

CLARK COUNTY
Robert Barger, Sergeant 

Rick Frazier

COLUMBIA COUNTY
Joe Owen 

Tom Pointfield

DALLAS COUNTY
Gary Stell 

Kenneth Key

NEVADA COUNTY
Wayne Sorrells 

James Pennington

OUACHITA COUNTY
Nick Tuberville 

Bobby Lewis

UNION COUNTY
William Brown, Lieutenant 

Ted K� Gathright 
Logan Brown

The Game  
Will Have To Wait

By Corporal Joe Owen

While heading home from working deer hunters I was passed by a Chevy S-10 pickup� 
The truck came up behind me and shocked me as it veered around me on a hill 
with double yellow lines� The vehicle was traveling at an alarming rate of speed� 

I pursued it and reached a speed of 84 miles per hour, then initiated my blue lights� The 
vehicle continued on toward Magnolia on County Road 36 and I initiated my siren� The 
vehicle continued for an additional ¼ mile or so and then turned onto Whippoorwill Street 
and stopped approximately 200 yards from County 36�

I checked out of my unit with the Game and Fish Dispatch� Corporal Tom Pointfield 
responded to my radio traffic and advised he was heading to me� As I stepped from my unit 
Tracy Johnson stepped out of his truck and started walking toward me at a quick pace� As 
he approached he mouthed, “what the hell you stopping me for, I have a ballgame to get 
to�” Tracy appeared to be highly agitated and was red in the face� I told him to stop and put 
his hands on the tail end of the truck� Tracy told me he wasn’t going to put his hands on 
the truck in a forceful and menacing manner and that I needed to let him alone� Tracy took 
another step or two forward and I placed my hand on my pistol and ordered him to stop� 
He stopped and then complained that I didn’t have any reason to be messing with him and 
that I better not call for the police� I advised him he was stopped because he nearly ran me 
over and was driving recklessly�

I asked him who he was and for his driver’s license and he told me in a threatening response 
that I already knew who he was and I better let him go� He then told me his name and I did 
remember him� When asked again for a driver’s license he advised he didn’t have one� I called 
the Central Dispatch and advised them who I was dealing with and that I needed a County 
Unit to assist me� Central Dispatch advised that Tracy had a suspended driver’s license and 
that he had an active warrant out of Union County for traffic violations� Corporal Pointfield 
arrived on scene as I listened to Tracy complaining about missing the football game�

Corporal Pointfield asked Tracy how much he had been drinking� Tracy told us he had 
drunk about a pint of whiskey� Deputy Jerry Maness arrived on scene and I explained to him 
what had taken place� Deputy Jack Stewart arrived on scene and then Lieutenant Procter 
with Magnolia Police�

I walked over and advised Lieutenant Procter who I had stopped and he immediately 
said that Tracy likes to fight� We walked back to Tracy and Lieutenant Procter pulled his 
Taser and ordered Tracy to put his hands behind his back, he was under arrest for warrants� 
Tracy complied and I handcuffed him�

Deputy Maness administered a portable breath test on Tracy with the result of �112� 
Deputy Maness transported Tracy to the Columbia County Detention Center where Tracy 
was administered a breath test with a result of �114�

I issued County citations to Tracy for DWI 2nd, Careless & Reckless Operation, No 
driver’s license, and No proof of insurance� I placed a hold on Tracy for Union County� n
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The Partee Buck
By Corporal Tom Pointfield, Photo submitted by Corporal Tom Pointfield

At around 1115 on 21 October 2011, I received a call from Little 
Rock Radio informing me to contact a subject who wanted to 
report a violation� I wrote down the complainant’s information 

then made phone contact with him� The man told me early that 
morning he had looked out from his house, just before light, and 
saw a light shining out in the Partee Woodlot� A short while later, 
around the first light of day, he heard a shot, looked out but didn’t see 
anything� He watched from his house and, after 10 to 15 minutes, 
he saw a red truck drive out from between the wood piles and stop 
in the field� When the truck stopped the driver got out and cut the 
head off of a deer, he took the head and got back into his truck� 
The truck left the field in front of 
the complainant’s house and drove 
away� I asked him for a description of 
the truck and he told me it was a big 
red pickup with 4x4 on the side; it 
had a heavy duty black bumper on 
the front and a black spotlight on 
the driver’s side� He stated that there 
were two white males in the vehicle� 
I told him that I would be there in 
a few minutes�

While driving to the location, 
I made contact with my partner, 
Corporal Joe Owen, and gave him 
what information I had� He stated 
that it was a pretty distinctive vehicle 
and he would contact the City and 
the County to see if any of their 
officers might know who the vehicle 
belonged to� I drove to the woodlot 
and found the deer with its head cut 
off, took pictures, and then loaded 
the deer into my truck� I drove to the 
complainant’s house and talked to 
him, to see if I could get any more 
information� Another neighbor came 
over and reported that he had seen 
the same vehicle on the road that morning� That neighbor wanted 
the meat so I donated the deer to him� Corporal Owen arrived and 
they told him they didn’t get a license plate number but did say that 
the license plate was damaged and bent up, possibly from hooking 
up trailers�

Later that day, Sergeant Cory Sanders, a police officer in Magnolia, 
stopped a vehicle matching the description of the one we were looking 
for� The bed of the truck had been washed out and was still wet, while 
the rest of the truck was dirty� Sergeant Sanders took pictures of the 
vehicle, got the license plate number, and identified the two subjects 

in the vehicle before letting it go� He contacted Corporal Owen� 
Corporal Owen and I went to look for the two men at their known 
addresses but were unable to find them that day� We got pictures of 
the men and the vehicle from Sergeant Sanders and went back to the 
complainant’s house� He wasn’t home but the neighbor identified 
the truck and both subjects as the ones he had seen that morning�

On Saturday, 22 October, Corporal Owen and I went to the 
house of the owner of the vehicle� The truck was in the front yard� 
When we knocked on the door, no one came to open it but Corporal 
Owen stated that he heard someone moving around inside� A few 
minutes later a vehicle drove into the driveway and a lady wearing 

pajamas got out and asked us what was going on� We told her we 
were looking for the man who owned the truck and wanted to talk 
to him� She had a key to the front door, opened it, and then told 
the subject the Game Wardens were outside wanting to talk to him� 
When the man came out we advised him of his rights� We asked 
him about the deer and he told us he didn’t know anything about it, 
and he didn’t hunt or have a hunting license� Corporal Owen asked 
for permission to search the vehicle and he gave us consent� I found 
blood on the inside passenger door, on the door handle and on the 

continued on 105

Deer carcass found on Partee Woodlot with its head removed.
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passenger side floor� Corporal Owen found what looked like deer 
hair on the floor of the vehicle and blood on the dashboard� When 
we asked the subject about the blood, he said maybe it was from his 
girlfriend� We took samples of the blood and hair� When asked again 
about the deer, the subject again told us he didn’t know anything�

From the pictures we had of the vehicle, we could see a machete 
in the back of the truck but it wasn’t there� The subject stated he 
had a machete but he didn’t know what happened to it� We left the 
residence� Later that day, Corporal Owen was contacted by another 
officer from the Magnolia Police Department who told us a reliable 
source had informed him the head of the deer, we had been looking 
for, was in the residence we had been to that morning; there were 
also additional illegally taken deer heads at the residence�

On Sunday, 23 October, we were able to obtain a search warrant 
for the residence and returned with officers from the Magnolia Police 
Department and the Columbia County Sheriff ’s Office� While 
executing the warrant, we found several European deer mounts in 
the residence� There were pictures of the subject with deer and a lot 
of hunting equipment lying around in the house; the head we were 
looking for was not there�

I was off and bow hunting on Monday, 24 October when I received 
a phone call from Corporal Owen� He had found the other subject 
who was in the vehicle at the time the deer was shot and that subject 
had given us a confession and a statement� The subject stated he had 

been picked up the morning of the incident and was in the vehicle 
with the shooter� He said his only involvement was taking the head 
of the deer out of the front passenger side of the vehicle and moving 
it to the bed of the truck�

I drove by the residence of the original complainant and showed 
him the pictures we had of the vehicle and the two subjects� He 
identified both men and the truck as the ones he had seen the morning 
the deer was killed� Corporal Owen and I went to the residence of 
the first subject but he wasn’t home�

On Friday, 28 October, I received a phone call from Deputy Palmer 
of the Columbia County Sheriff ’s Office� He asked me if we were 
still looking for the subject who owned the red truck� I told him we 
were, and he told me the truck was at a residence on Union Street in 
Magnolia� I made phone contact with Corporal Owen, who was in 
Camden, to see if he wanted to finish the case with me� He told me 
to go ahead and finish the case; it would be a while before he got back 
to Magnolia� I drove to the residence and found the subject sitting 
out on the porch� I told him why I was there and asked him for his 
driver’s license� I told him I had all the information I needed and 
issued him a citation for Hunting Closed Season and one for Wasting 
Game� He asked if he had to go to court or if he could just pay� I told 
him he had the option of doing either one�

The subject forfeited bond and left the deer head at the 
Sheriff ’s Office when he paid his fines� n

THE pARTEE BUCK  continued

Right Back To Jail
By Corporal Joe Owen

While on patrol the morning of April 23, 2011 at approximately 
8:30 A.M., Central Dispatch put out information about 
a jail break at the Columbia County Detention Center where 

two inmates had just escaped� I was within five miles of the jail and 
quickly responded to the call by driving to the Lewis property which 
borders the back side of the Detention Center� I set up surveillance of 
the area and shortly after I arrived I saw Deputy Gregg 
Holly make his way some 200 yards ahead of my 
location along a fence line�

Deputy Holly reported finding one of the 
prisoner’s shoes and one sock� Officer Corey 
Sanders arrived on scene and the three of us held 
our positions until a dog team arrived and started 
tracking from where Deputy Holly and Officer Sanders 
stood by with the shoes� While the dog team searched a call came 
in reporting a sighting of both prisoners at the Curtis Lewis farm 
off County Road 15� Everyone made their way to that area and 
two dog teams began to search the area� I made my way to where 
Corporal Pointfield was watching a field and large high line at the 
Lewis truck patch�

Sometime later a call came in reporting that one of the prisoners 
was seen back closer to the jail and most of the officers responded back 
to that call� Corporal Pointfield and I decided not to go, thinking it 
was impossible for both subjects to have made it the distance being 
reported� A short time later Deputy Reggie Ellis called in reporting 
the capture of the black escapee� Not long after that a call went out 

reporting a reliable sighting of the white escapee in the 
area of County Road 82 and 5�

Corporal Pointfield and I responded being the 
closet available officers� We decided to split up 
and I went to County Road 82 and turned onto 

it heading toward County Road 5 when Corporal 
Pointfield announced that he had just spotted the 

white inmate on County Road 5 and that the inmate had 
fled into the woods� Corporal Pointfield advised that he had initiated 
his blue lights and for me to advise the State Police helicopter to be 
looking for his lights� A short time later all units arrived and a dog 
team entered the woods at the location Corporal Pointfield advised 
was where he had witnessed the inmate leave the roadway� The white 
inmate was taken into custody a short time later� n
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Thank Your Lucky Stars
By Wildlife Officer Steve Davis

This year has been another bad year for tree stand accidents 
within our district� I had the unfortunate task of working one 
such accident that resulted in a fatality while a father and son 

were hunting together� The father was wearing a safety harness but 
while attempting to climb down, he somehow slipped and fell to 
his death as his son stood only twenty feet away� He had taken his 
harness off to climb down�

Another situation I worked had a much better ending but could 
have resulted in the hunter losing his life on his daughter’s birthday� 
The hunter was using an older Summit brand tree climber that had 
the old hand climber top portion� He had climbed to approximately 
20 feet and was attempting to adjust the angle of the bottom when 
he lost the bottom section of the climber; leaving him hanging by 
his arms with the hand climber portion of the stand� As he tired 
from hanging there he tried to use his legs to shimmy down the 
tree� He was exhausted from hanging there and slid down the tree 
and managed to get his leg caught between the bottom section of 
the stand and the tree itself, binding his leg as he fell� He continued 
to fall, causing himself to be stuck upside down, hanging, with his 
leg caught at the ankle� He was only being held by the cable and the 
tree around his ankle�

He was fortunate enough to have his cell phone where he could 
reach it and managed to call his wife who was at work some 45 
minutes away� He failed to call 911, which would have pinged his 
location and made it easier for emergency services and rescuers to 
assist in saving him�

In a panic, his wife called the Calhoun County Sheriff ’s Department 
to report the incident� She was so hysterical that the dispatcher could 
hardly understand what she was trying to say� She had no idea where 
he was hunting except that it was close to Harrell, Arkansas, and 
you turn right at the water tower and go to the end of the road to 
a farm� Since there are two water towers in Harrell, it made for an 
unnerving task�

Finally, the wife’s sister called and gave better directions to the 
hunting area� After an hour since the first contact with the dispatcher, 
we found the victim hanging upside down in the tree� He was 
beginning to loose normal color in his face and hands and was totally 
exhausted� He was approximately ten feet off the ground at that point�

We pulled a Deputy’s patrol truck underneath the tree and tried 
to take some of the weight off of his leg� The owner of the farm had 
a tractor close by with a hay point attachment on the front� It was 
decided to use it as a lift in order to get high enough to cut the cable 
of the stand to free his leg�

After some time, we managed to cut the cable and were able to 
lower him down into the bed of the pickup truck�

After a bottle of water and a moment to let blood circulate back 
into the victim’s body, he was able to move on his own and tell me 
the whole story� His wife arrived shortly after all emergency personnel 
had gone� Once relieved that her husband was not hurt or deceased 
she begin to give him a lecture�

I gave him some much needed advice on tree stand safety and told 
him the tragic story of the gentleman that wasn’t so lucky earlier in 
the season� It was a joyous reunion when his daughter and her fiancé 
arrived to drive his truck home� I’m sure that the hug from her daddy 
was the best birthday present she had ever received�

Once again, this incident brings more information to be passed 
on as we as officers teach and talk about tree stand safety to others� 
One being that if you are in trouble and have a cell phone, CALL 
911!! It may mean the difference between life and death since modern 
technology allows us to pinpoint a cell signal, at least well enough 
to put emergency personnel and rescuers in the vicinity� I can think 
of several more pointers but the main thing is that we spend a little 
extra time and effort in teaching and passing on pointers concerning 
tree stand safety� n
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Tag A Deer, Who Me?
By Sergeant Vernon Morris

On December 13, 2002, I was contacted by Little Rock Dispatch 
to call a confidential informant� I made contact with the 
informant� The informant stated that at 1700 a shot was fired 

from County Road 81� A brown Chevrolet 4x4 truck was in the 
location where the shot was fired� The informant said he got off his 
stand and went to the location where the truck was and found a big 
blood spot in the road�

At 2300 the informant returned to the location of the blood on 
the road with a friend� He stated, as they approached the location, 
they observed the same brown truck parked on the road� The tail gate 
was down and an ice chest was in the back� The informant said the 
truck flashed its lights at them as they approached and took off� He 
was able to get the license number of the truck and relayed it to me�

When I ran the license number it returned to Tim Scoggins of 
Morrilton� I have had contact with Mr� Scoggins in the past and 

knew which deer camp he hunted with� I went to the camp and 
found the truck and observed a green ice chest in the back of the 
truck, with blood on it�

I went to a camper and talked with Mr� Scoggins about the 
incident� He denied shooting from the road but stated he did meet 
a truck on County Road 81� At this point I asked Scoggins if he had 
any deer in the camp� He stated yes he had one that he had ran over, 
a while ago, on his way to a friend’s house� I ask him if it was OK 
for me to look in the ice chest; he stated OK� I found two deer in 
the ice chest and asked Mr� Scoggins for his license and then asked 
him about the other deer� He said he killed it that morning� A look 
at Scoggins’ license revealed he did not check the deer�

After an inspection of his truck it revealed he had, in fact, hit 
a deer� I issued Mr� Scoggins a citation for AGFC code 02�13 Failure 
to Tag Deer� n
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Shoot “Em”
By Wildlife Officer Steve Davis

On June 11, 2011, I received information from a confidential 
informant that an alligator may have been killed at Long Lake 
in Calhoun County� The informant gave me the names of 

several other people that had information pertaining to the incident� 
The informant claims four individuals had chased an alligator into 
a slough on Long Lake and shot twice�

I called Sergeant Vernon Morris and told him what the informant 
had said� Sergeant Morris made contact with another witness and 
gathered a little more information concerning the incident� The 
witness gave us a vehicle description and told us that he had talked 
with the individuals and was told they were from Stephens, Arkansas�

The next morning, June 12, 2011, Sergeant Morris and I made 
contact with another confidential informant who told us the same 
story that we had heard the day before� Sergeant Morris and I made 
contact with Corporals Bobby Lewis and Nick Tuberville in Ouachita 
County and began looking for the suspect vehicle in the Stephens 
area� We found nothing�

On June 13, 2011, Sergeant Morris called me and told me that he 
had a license plate number for the suspect vehicle� The license plate 
number returned to Joe of Stephens, AR� Wildlife Officer Logan 
Brown and I were working together so we made contact with Corporal 
Tuberville and found that Joe lived only a few miles from him� When 
we met Corporal Tuberville we all went to Joe’s residence where we 
found a truck matching the description given by the informant� Joe 
wasn’t home but his sister was and gave us his cell phone number�

Corporal Tuberville made contact with Joe and arranged for us 
to meet him at a local nursing home where he was doing some work� 
When we arrived Joe introduced himself to us and told us that he 
knew why we were there and offered complete cooperation� He told 

us that he and three others had gone to Long Lake to camp out for 
a bachelor party� He said the fiancé of the groom wasn’t agreeable 
on the ideas they had for a bachelor party so they had decided to go 
to Long Lake and drink and put out yo-yo’s�

He told us that Spencer had shot an alligator on the morning of 
June 11, 2011 and he also gave us a complete written statement of the 
events� He told us that they ate part of the alligator at the rehearsal 
dinner, but didn’t care for it�

In his statement he named Spencer as the one that shot the 
alligator with a camouflaged �22 caliber rifle� Brian helped Spencer 
pull the alligator into the boat� Huey, a juvenile was also present 
during the incident�

Joe was written a citation for Aiding, Accompanying, or Abetting 
or a Violation, AGFC Code 11�03�

Corporal Tuberville made contact with Spencer who admitted 
to killing the alligator� Spencer was working out of town and not 
to return until Friday, June 17, 2011� It was arranged for me and 
Wildlife Officer Brown to go by his house and retrieve the remains 
of the alligator� It was also agreed that he would give us a written 
statement and the rifle used to kill the alligator and be cited for 
Taking Alligator Prohibited, AGFC Code 18�14�

I made contact with Brian who lives in Surprise, Arizona� He 
willingly admitted his involvement in the incident and agreed to 
accept a citation for Aiding, Abetting, or Accompanying a Violation, 
AGFC Code 11�03�

Corporal Tuberville made contact with Huey and wrote him 
a warning for his involvement in the incident, Aiding, Accompanying, 
or Abetting a Violation, AGFC Code 11�03� n
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Routine Stop To Assist Motorist 
Turns Bad

By Corporal Joe Owen

On November 20, 2009 at 11:55 A.M., I noticed a vehicle pulled 
off Highway 371 between County Roads 1 and 281� I noticed 
the driver’s door open and thought that they must be broke 

down� I drove past the vehicle and observed two white male occupants 
sitting in the vehicle� I turned around and pulled up behind them 
and checked out with Little Rock Dispatch that I would be out with 
the vehicle and gave my location�

I approached the men and asked them if they were broke down� 
The response I received from the driver, Michael Sikes, was “no we’re 
talking about why the passenger, James Sellers, shot me in the leg 
last night�” I asked Sellers if it were true and he said it was� I asked 
where the gun was that had been used in the shooting and he told 
me it was in his back pocket�

It was obvious that both men were impaired from the way they 
talked and the blood shot eyes� The driver turned a little toward 
Sellers and started to reach inside his right front pocket� I ordered 
him not to reach into the pocket� He then told me to f*** myself 
he would do any G** damned thing he wanted to� I ordered him to 
step out of the vehicle� He responded “you G** damned right I will�”

Sikes demeanor and the way he stated that he would step out 
suggested to me he intended to fight� As he started out of the door 
I grabbed his left hand and told him not to resist� Sikes immediately 
started resisting by jerking, trying to get loose from my grip� I took 
Sikes to the ground with an arm bar take down and handcuffed 
him� During this initial take down Sikes forehead hit the ground 
and started to bleed�

I then changed my attention on the passenger Sellers, and ordered 
him to carefully remove the weapon from his pocket and place it on 
the seat� Sellers complied and I took control of a Rossi �38 Special 
revolver, which I immediately locked in my truck�

When I turned around Sikes was on his feet and spewing 
a bombardment of profanities at me� Sikes told me he was going to 
kill me� I ordered him to lie down on the ground and he told me to 
f*** myself and then spit on me� I grabbed him and wrestled him to 
the ground� Sikes refused to stop fighting and started kicking me in 
my back and rear� I managed to pin his left leg which stopped the 
kicking from that leg, but he continued with the other one� Every 
time he kicked me he would laugh and tell me how sorry he was but, 
he couldn’t help it because he had a nerve condition and he had no 
control over his legs�

I called Central Dispatch and asked them to send me a Deputy 
while sitting on Sikes to hold him down� Sikes continued to attempt 
to get up and continued to curse and tell me how he intends to rape 
my children and girlfriend or wife while he made me sit and watch� 

He described how he would skin them alive and torture them, as 
I watched, before killing them and then he would torture and kill 
me� While Sikes attempted to get up he clawed my forearm causing 
it to start bleeding�

Penny and Don Cook pulled up and Penny asked me if I was 
alright and if I needed them to pull over and stay with me until 
a Deputy arrived� I told her I would appreciate them staying� They 
pulled over and Don walked over and stood beside me while Sikes 
continued to curse and threaten� Deputy Jack Stewart arrived on 
scene and I advised him to check the passenger for more weapons 
before assisting me with Sikes�

While removing Sellers from the vehicle Sikes threatened to kill, 
rape, and torture Deputy Stewart’s family� When Deputy Stewart 
walked by Sikes, he kicked Deputy Stewart� Deputy Stewart went to 
his patrol unit and brought back leg irons and with Don Cook’s help 
placed them on Sikes�

When I was able to get off Sikes back I called Sergeant Vernon 
Morris to report the incident� I got my camera and took a few photos 
of the vehicle and of the two subjects� Sikes decided to get up and 
fight with Deputy Stewart so Deputy Stewart dry-tazed Sikes� As 
soon as Sikes regained his ability to fight he continued to attempt 
to get up and fight Deputy Stewart� Deputy Stewart tazed Sikes 
three or four more times before Sikes stopped trying to get up� 
Lieutenant Jerry Maness arrived on scene and contacted Sellers wife 
to come get him and take control of the vehicle� We placed Sikes 
in Deputy Stewart’s vehicle and he was taken to Columbia County 
Detention Center�

When I arrived at the Detention Center I issued Sikes four 
citations� I issued one for Public Intox, one for Resisting Arrest, a Class 
A Misdemeanor, one for Battery 3rd, a Class A Misdemeanor, and 
one for Terroristic Threatening, a Class D Felony�

Sikes claim of being shot turns out to be true, he had been in 
an argument the night of 11/09/09 with Sellers and they fought 
over control of the Rossi �38 Special� It discharged and struck Sikes’ 
cell phone in his front pocket, which stopped the �38 Special wad 
cutter bullet� Deputies had been called to the scene but Sikes ran 
away� Deputies had also been called to the scene the morning of 
11/10/09 for a disturbance at the residence of Sellers, and Sikes 
again evaded Deputies�

Sikes has a lengthy criminal history that includes three charges of 
resisting an officer in 1992, 2001 and 2003� Sikes has been charged 
with Felony DWI charges as a repeat offender� Sikes Criminal History 
contains many more charges that I have not listed� n
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Drugged Fishing
By Sergeant Vernon Morris

On August 28, 2009, I was patrolling along the river with 
Wildlife Officer II Steve Davis� While on patrol we noticed 
two subjects fishing from the river bank, approximately two 

hundred yards down river� We drove down to the area where the 
subjects were fishing and found a green Dodge van parked in the 
woods, in the area where the subjects were fishing�

Officer Davis and I exited my unit and approached the area where 
the two were fishing� A white female came up the river bank and 
walked toward us� She stated she was going to get her fishing license 
from her van; she knew who we were and knew we would ask for 
them� I walked to the edge of the river bank to look for the other 
subject while Officer Davis walked to the van with the lady; later 
identified as Susan Jackson of El Dorado� As I approached the river 
bank I could smell marijuana� I could not see the other subject but 
could see a marijuana pipe, made out of a deer horn, lying on the 
ground with the rest of the subject’s belongings� I called to Officer 
Davis and told him that they were smoking marijuana; I could smell 
it and see the pipe� I asked Officer Davis to bring Mrs� Jackson over 
to the river bank so I could talk to her and try to locate the subject 
that was with her� I asked Mrs� Jackson who the subject was and she 
advised, a friend, Danny Mitchell�

I called out to Mr� Mitchell, but there was no response, and 
when I looked along the river bank I could not see him� I advised 
Officer Davis to call for a Deputy while I called for Corporal Gary 
Stell and his K9, Boomer, to come to our location� I called Captain 
Fred Harrod to advise him of what we had going on and that I had 
requested Corporal Stell and Boomer to assist�

I took Mrs� Jackson over to her van so she could get her fishing 
license� Officer Davis went down to the area on the river bank, where 
they were fishing, to search the area and retrieve the marijuana pipe� 
Officer Davis found a pill bottle with their belongings that had 
Danny Mitchell’s name on it� There were several pills and a piece 
of aluminum foil, with a brown substance in it, in the pill bottle� 
Officer Davis advised that he thought it could be a small amount of 
crystal methamphetamine� We noticed Mr� Mitchell walking back 
up the old road that runs beside the river bank toward us� Officer 
Davis ordered him to the ground and Officer Davis and I handcuffed 
him for his safety and ours�

Mr� Mitchell asked what was going on and why was he being 
handcuffed� We told him that he was being detained because of the 

suspected controlled substance we had found, and fleeing� I asked 
Mr� Mitchell if he had a fishing license and he stated, yes, but did 
not know if it was good� I called the radio room and had them 
run a 10-26 check for a fishing license; it came back as an expired 
fishing license� I advised Mr� Mitchell that he was also under arrest 
for fishing without a license�

Calhoun County Deputy Terry Clark arrived and talk to Mr� 
Mitchell� Mr� Mitchell told Deputy Clark that the controlled substance 
was not crystal methamphetamine; it was hash� Calhoun County 
Sheriff Bob Dunn and Deputy Houston Bradshaw arrived soon after 
with Bradshaw’s K9, Benny� Deputy Bradshaw asked if I wanted 
him to make a search of the area with his K9 and I advised him that 
I wanted to wait until our K9 Unit arrived� He asked why I did not 
want him to search with his K9� I assured him that it did not have 
anything to do with him or his K9 but I had all ready called our K9 
Unit and did not want to mess anything up� I told Deputy Bradshaw 
that I would call Corporal Stell and see if it was OK for Deputy 
Bradshaw to go ahead with a search of the area�

I called Corporal Stell to see how long it would be before he arrived 
and asked if Deputy Bradshaw could make a search of the area with 
his K9� Corporal Stell advised me that it would be OK and, most 
likely, better for Deputy Bradshaw and K9 Benny to search the area 
for drugs� I assisted Deputy Bradshaw and Benny while they did 
a track of Mr� Mitchell and found where he had come up the river 
bank, down from the original location� We did not find anything 
during the track that was dropped by Mr� Mitchell�

When Corporal Stell arrived, I asked Officer Davis to go to the 
Calhoun County jail with Deputy Clark, who was transporting 
Mr� Mitchell, and get started on the paper work� Officer Davis and 
I talked it over and came to the conclusion to write a citation for 
Fishing License Requirements and a warning for Fleeing an Officer�

Deputy Bradshaw and I assisted Corporal Stell while he made 
another search of the area with K9 Boomer� We were unable to find 
anything that might have been discarded by Mr� Mitchell�

At the jail, Officer Davis issued a warning citation to Mr� Mitchell 
for Fleeing a Wildlife Officer, AGFC Code 11�02A, and a citation for 
Fishing License Requirement, AGFC Code 03�02� Deputy Bradshaw 
issued a citation to him for a misdemeanor, Possession of a Controlled 
Substance� n
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Hunting And Trapping – 
It’s All In The Family
By Corporal Joe Owen, All photos submitted by Corporal Joe Owen.

Angela, wife of Corporal Joe Owen, with her first buck of 2011.

Joshua Owen, grandson of Corporal Joe Owen – Youth Hunt 2011.

Cody Honeycutt, stepson of Corporal Joe Owen, with yearling shot from 
the kitchen table out the patio door 2011-12.

Bow Hunting – Angela with big doe and Corporal Joe Owen with 7-point 
during 2011-12 season.

HUNTING
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HUNTING AND TRAppING – IT’S ALL IN THE FAMILY  continued

Angela with her first ever Fox catch of the 2011-12 season.

Cody Honeycutt, stepson of Corporal Joe Owen, with his first  
Coyote catch of 2011-12 season.

Corporal Joe Owen with first Bobcat of the 2011-12 season.

Cody Honeycutt, stepson of Corporal Joe Owen, with a day’s catch for 
him and Joe 2011-12 season.

Corporal Joe Owen with 11-point buck killed with his dad’s 
.44 magnum - 2011-12 season.

TRAPPING
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B-3 Officers At Work And Play
By Sergeant Vernon Morris, All photos submitted by Sergeant Vernon Morris

Illegal Alligator Snapping turtles killed; No arrests made.
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B-3 OFFICERS AT WORK AND pLAY  continued

Granddaughter Abby and Niece Max ready to go squirrel hunting  
with Papaw/Uncle Vern.

Two-hundred Fifty pound hog killed by Sergeant Vernon Morris.

Niece Max and Granddaughter Abby go squirrel hunting  
with Uncle Vern/Papaw.

Hog hunt 2012. Sergeant Vernon Morris kills 250 pound hog.
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WILDLIFE OFFICERS 
DISTRICT C-1

DISTRICT SUPERVISOR
Gary Mullins, Captain

CLEBURNE COUNTY
Michael Shamoon 

Ron Davidson 
Mike Story

FULTON COUNTY
Scott Watkins, Sergeant 

Brian Gaskins 
Derek Winter

INDEPENDENCE COUNTY
Shad Pearce, Sergeant 

James Nast

JACKSON COUNTY
Ronald Cossey

LAWRENCE COUNTY
Wade Spence 

Richard Hawkins

SHARP COUNTY
Steve Taylor, Lieutenant 

Roger Tate

Some People 
Just Can’t Wait

By Wildlife Officer Derek Winter

I t was August and I had just got transferred to Fulton County� Upon my arrival I started 
getting tips that a couple guys, 18 and 19 years of age, had already been killing bucks� 
I started investigating and gathering information from all my sources around that age 

and area� It wasn’t until the end of September that I felt like I had enough good information 
to generate a confession�

The 18 year old was a senior at Viola High School� Sergeant Scott Watkins and I teamed 
up and went up to school for an interview� This guy was a tough nut to crack� After an hour 
or so of visiting we finally got him to confess to killing one buck from the road in July, and 
that was just because we had an eyewitness� We told him we were writing him a Hunting 
out of Season citation and if he had anything else he wanted to get off his chest, now was the 
time� He stated with an attitude that he ain’t done nothing else and he ain’t saying nothing� 
We wrote him his citation and left�

At that time I didn’t have any witnesses on the 19 year old and the other guy wouldn’t give 
his buddy up� That night though, Wildlife Officer Lyndle Crownover called me and said he 
had some information on a guy in my County road hunting in September� As it turned out, 
it was my 19 year old I had been getting tips on� We met the next morning to go do a knock 

continued on 127
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and talk at the guy’s house� On our way there we met him 
on the road and he immediately pulled over when he saw 
us� That told us right there that he knew we were coming 
to see him and that he had obviously done something� 
We got out and said hi and that we were on our way to 
his house� We asked him if he knew why we would be 
coming to talk to him and he said, “Yeah lets go back to 
the house and I’ll get you the antlers�” We didn’t argue�

After we got back to his house he produced four 
whitetail deer racks then he gave us written statements 
admitting to killing them in July and August� In his 
statements another name was mentioned, it was the guy 
from yesterday� We seized the antlers and a �22 rifle from 
the individual and issued a couple citations for Hunting 
out of Season and Night Hunting�

Now we had more information on the guy from 
yesterday and he only lived five miles up the road� We 
went to his house again and ended up getting another 
whitetail rack, in velvet, which he admitted to killing in 
August� We issued another citation for that deer and we 
also ended up writing a Turkey Tagging citation from the 
spring� Now these guys had deer fever bad to be hunting 
in the summer with ticks and chiggers everywhere� n

SOME pEOpLE JUST CAN’T WAIT  continued
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WILDLIFE OFFICERS 
DISTRICT C-2

DISTRICT SUPERVISOR
Matt Byrd, Captain

CLAY COUNTY
William Buck, Lieutenant 

Mike Ryan

CRAIGHEAD COUNTY
Brian Aston, Sergeant 

Jeff McMullin

GREENE COUNTY
David Evans

MISSISSIPPI COUNTY
Jimmy Brooks 

Howard Norvell, Sergeant

POINSETT COUNTY
Chris Holt

RANDOLPH COUNTY
Gary Cole 
Bret Ditto

District C-2 
Officers At Work

By Sergeant Brian Aston, All photos submitted by Sergeant Brian Aston

Baited duck field (manipulated millet field) 2010-11 season.

Wildlife Officers Jeff McMullin and Chris Holt documenting a baited duck field (manipulated millet field) 
with Sergeant Brian Aston. They had about a two mile walk in to document the field, 2010-11 season.
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The Uncatchable?
By Sergeant Brian Aston, All photos submitted by Sergeant Brian Aston

The 2011-2012 waterfowl season was 
anything but normal� Extremely warm 
temperatures and flooding for the first half 

of the season scattered the waterfowl and the 
hunters� It seemed as though we were chasing 
a lot of bad information and working ourselves 
to death and having little to nothing to show 
for it� While talking with Officer Chris Holt 
he expressed that he felt all he had done was 
drive around and had not done any real Game 
Warden work� Officer Holt is new to the AGFC 
family, but has been in law enforcement for 10+ 
years� This was his first hunting season and 
it was not quite what he had expected� Chris 
expressed his desire to get out and do some real 
Game Warden’s work�

I received a call from a Confidential 
Informant about a group of individuals that 
had the ducks and were good for anything� 
I immediately contacted Officer Holt in Poinsett 
County and told him I would need his help 
and this was going to be fun! Chris jumped 
on the opportunity and we discussed how to get into this piece of 
property� The informant described the property as a large section 
of ground that was virtually inaccessible and the suspects believed 
they were uncatchable�

Using Google Earth, Officer Holt and I came up with our plan� 
We would put our canoe inside of our flat bottom boat and we would 
launch our boat about three miles upriver from the section of ground 
we were going to work� Boat down river to the levy system that 

surrounds the property, slip our canoe in the 
floodwater inside the levy, and then sneak into 
position to observed the hunt and count drops� 
There was only one problem with the plan� With 
the high water we didn’t know where they were 
going to hunt, so that meant that we were going 
to have to be there early enough to move into 
position, while it was still low light conditions�

On the morning we decided to work this area 
it was a perfect waterfowl morning, cool and 
clear, with a sky full of stars� We launched our 
boat off the side of the St� Francis River levy at 
0300� With our canoe and all of our gear inside 
the flat bottom boat it was slow going� We did 
not burn a light for fear someone would see us so 
we used the moon light to find our cut off ditch� 
We worked our way to the levy that surrounded 
the property and slid our canoe inside the levy 
system� Not knowing where they would set up 
we eased through the jungle of Conservation 
Reserve Program (CRP) ground making as little 

continued on 133
Wildlife Officer Chris Holt with flat bottom boat and canoe used to work duck hunters during the 

2011-12 season.

Over limit of Mallards worked by Sergeant Brian Aston and Wildlife Officer Chris Holt, 2011-12 season.
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noise as possible� We went to a central location 
on the property and decided to wait until we 
could hear their boat motor and then slip on in 
to their position�

In the half hour or so prior to shooting 
light Officer Holt and I ate a bite and were in 
amazement at the concentration of waterfowl 
that we had slipped in amongst� Ducks were 
lighting all around us and the roar of their calling 
made it hard to hear anything� As shooting time 
came and went and we had not heard a boat 
motor and we were starting to fear that they 
had sleep in or had left� As we were sitting and 
listening we could hear a thud as if someone was 
hitting a boat with a wooden paddle�

Officer Holt and I worked our way towards 
the sound and in the moments that followed, 
the shooting began� We could hear their calling 
and see the ducks working but with the dense 
vegetation we could not see the hunters, we got 
within 50 yards and waited� We had missed 
counting drops on the first couple volleys so we 
were unsure on how many birds they had� Having worked as hard as 
we had we decided to go ahead and check the hunters when the hunt 
ended� We were within 25 yards before the two hunters noticed us� 
Their attention was on a Mallard drake that was wedged in a sweet 
gum tree about 20 feet above the water� When we identified ourselves 
you could see the look on their face� They had messed up and knew 
it� When I counted their birds they were over limit on mallards�

Upon inspection of their licenses one of the subjects had no license, 

no stamps, and an unplugged gun� The host of the hunt had a valid 
license but no federal stamp and he claimed to have shot over on his 
mallards� When it was all said and done five citations were issued�

As we were about to part with the hunters they inquired as to how 
we accessed the property, and as any good warden does, I lied� On our 
way out we discussed the morning’s events and talked about how it 
feels good to do real warden work� As I write this there are only 328 
days until next duck season and we get to catch the uncatchable� n

THE UNCATCHABLE?  continued

Over limit of Mallards worked by Sergeant Brian Aston and Wildlife Officer Chris Holt, 2011-12 season.
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Lying On Sunny Beaches
By Sergeant Bret Staggs

On October 19, 2011 I received a tip about a man Deer hunting before gun season had 
opened� I was told he had been hunting late in the afternoons in a pasture behind 
his residence�

The next day I drove close to the area reported to me, hid my vehicle behind some chicken 
houses, and then struck out on foot to see if I could find any evidence of a violation� I walked 
what seemed like miles through some thickets and plantation pines before I found an open 
hay pasture that had a lot of fresh buck scrapes around the edges� I also saw fresh 4-wheeler 
tracks leading into the pasture from the far side of the pasture� I found a comfortable log 
to sit on and waited to see if anyone would show up to hunt but when it got dark I was still 
on the log all by myself� I did get lucky and find an easier way back to my truck which took 
less time and the briars took less skin off my face and hands�

I returned to the area the next afternoon where I again found my log and sat down to 
wait� Muzzle loading season opened the next day so I knew this was probably my last chance 
to get my guy if he was hunting early�

After waiting about two hours I heard a 4-wheeler coming in my direction so I moved to 
the edge of the woods and got my binoculars out� I heard the 4-wheeler’s engine stop and 
then observed a man across the pasture from me with a rifle in his hands� The man moved to 
the very edge of the pasture, where he could see the tree line in all directions, then climbed 
up on a big round hay bale to wait�

I watched him for several minutes as he was looking back and forth along the edge of 
the pasture� By his actions I was sure he was deer hunting� I realized that to get to the man 
I was going to have to cross the pasture and walk right into his field of fire, a task that 
I didn’t feel comfortable with at all� I decided against that idea so I crawled back into the 
woods and hurried back to my truck and drove around to the other side of the pasture� 
I found the 4-wheeler trail he used to get to the pasture and saw it lead up to a house trailer 
where I waited for him� He stayed in the woods until after dark; then I saw the lights of his 
4-wheeler coming in my direction straight to the house trailer�

When the man turned his engine off I stepped out from behind a tree I was hiding behind, 
shined my flashlight in his eyes, and identified myself as a Wildlife Officer� I took control of 
the rifle he was hunting with, a bolt action 17 cal� rifle with a 4x16 power scope and hollow 
point bullets� When I explained to him he was getting a citation for deer hunting in a closed 
season he told me he was rabbit hunting�

I issued him a citation for Hunting in a Closed Season and another for Hunting without 
a License and seized his rifle� He was not very happy with me so I explained to him that he 
would have his chance in court to tell his side of the story on December 21st�

On December 21st, we had court in Star City with Judge Vic Harper presiding over the 
trial� Unlike a lot of Judges, Judge Harper is an avid hunter and outdoorsman and is very 
knowledgeable in hunting techniques� He did not believe a hunter would sit on a stationary 
object with a high powered varmint rifle, in prime deer habitat, the day before deer season 
opened, and wait for peter cottontail to just hop by�

The man was found guilty of Hunting Deer in Closed Season, fined $1,120, his rifle was 
confiscated, and he lost his hunting and fishing privileges for a period of three years� On 
his way out of the court room he turned around and said something about “Lying on Sunny 
Beaches�” Judge Harper gave him free room and board in the Lincoln County Jail for two 
days to think about his parting comments� n
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Turkey Buffet
By Wildlife Officer Phillip Livingston

On March 25, 2011, I was working in the Grapevine, Arkansas 
area doing some pre-season turkey scouting� I located a feeder 
that was casting chops, sunflower seeds and whole corn� This 

bait was located on the edge of a pine plantation and a four acre food 
plot which is part of a 40 acre parcel�

On April 7, 2011, I returned to the area to determine whether 
the site was still baited, since the opening day of the Spring Turkey 
season was only nine days away� I observed the feeder casting whole 
corn and a small amount of chops� There also was a new ground 
blind set up approximately 20 yards from the bait�

The morning of April 16, 2011, I returned to the baited area and 
waited for hunters to arrive� At approximately 5:50 a.m. I heard an 
ATV approaching my location� At approximately 6:15 a.m. I heard 
two hunters walking toward my location but they stopped before they 
got to the blind� At 6:45 a.m. I heard them walk within 30 yards of 
my location� They put out two turkey decoys approximately 20 yards 
from their ground blind� They walked over, unzipped the door on 
the ground blind, and entered the blind�

A minute or so later I heard them start calling with a turkey call� 
I blew my whistle several times and announced my presence� I told 
them to lay their shotguns down and exit the blind� I explained to 
them why I was there� At first they tried telling me that the feed was 
not bait� I explained the law on baiting turkeys and hunting over 
a baited area� One subject stated the feeder had been turned off for 
several weeks and that no one had put more feed out� This is when 
I had the two gentlemen walk over and look at the bait around the 
feeder� I told them I had done my homework and I knew the bait 
started out as chops, whole corn and sunflower seeds� During my 
next visit it was whole corn and chops� This morning it was once 
again whole corn, sunflower seeds and chops spread all around the 
feeder� One subject admitted it was bait� He asked me to tell him who 
tipped me off about the bait� I told him I had not received any tips 
and I found it on my own� He told me that he did not believe that�

I issued both a citation for Hunting Wild Turkeys over Bait 
Prohibited and seized their shotguns for evidence purposes� n

Looking For Turnips
By Wildlife Officer Phillip Livingston

On the night of November 3rd, 2011, I hid my truck in the back 
of a pasture in order to watch a complaint area� A short time 
later, I observed a vehicle, traveling north at a very slow speed, 

stop in the highway� The pickup pulled across the road, at an angle, in 
order to shine the headlights across the field� A few seconds later they 
drove the truck across the road ditch into the field and swept their 
headlights across the field� As they were shining the field, I remained 
“blacked out” and proceeded toward the highway in order to make 
contact with them� As I was driving out to the highway, they reversed 
the truck and backed up into the highway and shined the northern 
end of the field, then resumed driving north on Highway 
229 North� At this point, I pulled onto the highway in 
order to make contact with the vehicle’s occupants� 
I stopped the vehicle approximately one half mile south 
of the Grant/Saline County line�

I made contact with the driver and explained why 
I was stopping them� The driver, B�E�, and the passenger, R�B�, 
said “We were looking for deer�” I asked them if there were any 
firearms in the truck� R�B� informed me there were two rifles in the 
back seat� I instructed both of them to exit the vehicle and to stand 
at the rear of the truck� I returned to the passenger side of truck to 
retrieve the firearms� When I opened the front passenger side door 

I found a Mossberg �22 magnum caliber rifle with a Burris scope 
lying between the seat and the door� Lying in the floor board, beside 
the gun, was a magazine with five rounds of ballistic-tipped �22 
magnum ammunition� I opened the rear passenger side door and 
found a loaded Marlin �22 LR caliber rifle lying in the floor board� 
I took both firearms back to my vehicle�

I informed the suspects that I had found two loaded firearms in 
the vehicle� I asked both of them to give me written statements about 
what they were doing during the moments prior to me stopping them� 
They both gave me written statements� When I read B�E�’s statement 

I discovered that she had written that they were looking for 
“Turnips�” I looked at her and said “Come on, are you 
seriously going to try to tell me you were looking for 
turnips in a hay field?” She said “No, we were looking 

for deer�” I instructed her to make the change in her 
statement and to initial the changes�

I informed them that I was going to issue each of them a citation 
for Night Hunting Prohibited Code 5�02 and was also going to seize 
both firearms� I explained the points system to them and these 
citations carried thirty points each; their hunting/fishing license 
could possibly be suspended for three years� I tagged both firearms 
for evidence purposes� n
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I Thought I Had Seen It All
By Sergeant Bret Staggs

When I got that letter from the Game and Fish Commission 
in late November 1983 saying that I just got hired on to be 
the next Game Warden in Lincoln County I thought this 

will be a piece of cake because I have already been there and done 
that, and seen it all� You see, I was not going to be the typical rookie 
Game Warden because I was the son of long time Monroe County 
Game Warden Troy Staggs and I started riding around working with 
him when I was barely out of diapers�

I knew the rules and regulations, knew how to fill out a ticket, 
and how to talk on the radio, and I even had my own pistol that 
I kept tucked under my shirt while working head lighters or doing 
something dangerous� My dad told me he would rather have me as 
his back up as most of the guys he worked with� So you see I had 
already seen it all�

I lived on Dagmar WMA when I was born until we moved to 
Brinkley when I was 6-years-old� My Dad and I moved to Holly 
Grove when I was 14-years-old and lived right on Mattox Bay� I really 
started getting my education in hunting and fishing when I met and 
started running with the Gerlach boys that lived nearby� 
You see there were eight boys and three girls in 
that family and they ate the game they killed 
and the fish they caught, and they were big 
eaters� I learned things from the “Bay Rats” 
that have come in handy my whole life� 
I really thought I had seen it all�

On one of my first outings with the 
Gerlach boys we got in a boat on Mattox Bay 
and motored down to Shallow Ford to fish and camp 
for the weekend� We had fishing poles but no fish bait, tent to sleep 
in, or food to eat, but I didn’t say anything, I just went along for 
the ride� When we got there Pat Gerlach put the tiniest fish hook 
I had ever seen on his fishing pole and fished for minnows� When 
he would catch minnows he gave them to the rest of us to fish for 
catfish� Until then I thought the way to cook and eat catfish was 
roll them in corn meal and fry them in a skillet of grease, but we did 
not even bring cookware� When we caught a fish we would skin it, 
put it on a stick and hold it over our fire until the outside was done, 
then we would eat down to raw meat, put it back over the fire and 
cook it some more�

We slept in an old school bus that was parked on the side of the 
bay but the mosquitoes were so bad we had to build a smoke fire in 
order to get any sleep� I hunted and fished with these guys for the 
next ten years and I could tell many more interesting stories and 
some I can’t tell� So really when I got the Game Warden job I had 
already seen it all�

I moved to Lincoln County the first week of December 1983 after 
finding an old farm house to live in just outside of Grady� My new 
partner, Elbert Owen showed me around the County and I saw more 

deer in a week than I had seen in my whole life� We rode down the 
levy around Turner Neal Hunting Club and I counted 400 deer and 
50 turkeys in one day� When I rode around Star City and Cornerville 
at night I saw at least 100 deer on the first night out� I was beginning 
to think that maybe I had not seen it all�

Elbert told me that he had been getting a lot of Night Hunting 
complaints around the Hickory Grove community so I thought 
I would go catch me one and show him what I already knew about 
this Game Warden stuff� I backed my truck behind Newton Chapel 
Church and waited for my first night hunter to come by� I only had to 
wait a little while before a small Subaru station wagon turned down 
the gravel road I was sitting on� When the car got about 100 yards 
down the road it came to an abrupt stop and all four doors flew open 
and I saw four flashlights go out into the woods� I watched as the 
lights returned to the car but now only two people got into the car 
and the other two got on the hood of the car shining their lights as 
the car slowly started down the gravel road� I jumped in my truck 
and started to follow them down the road with my headlights off� 

I was going to wait until they shot a deer before I pulled 
them over to write them their tickets�

As luck would have it, another car started 
coming up behind me so I had to pull the 
station wagon over before they had a chance 
to shoot� When I hit the blue lights I saw one 
of the guys on the hood throw his gun on the 

ground and the other one threw something on 
the ground on the other side of the car� The driver 

stopped the car on the edge of the road as I pulled up 
behind them in a cloud of dust and excitement�

I had all four of the guys line up in front of my truck in the glow of 
my headlights and the flash of my blue lights� They were all dressed 
in full camouflage clothes with their faces painted with black shoe 
polish and they were all between the ages of 17 to 14� I told them 
not to move as I walked to the front of the car to retrieve the guns 
they threw on the ground� What I found on the ground shocked me 
to my heels, because instead of finding the two guns I expected to 
find on the ground, I picked up a black stick wrapped in electrical 
tape and a wrist rocket sling shot� I walked back around the car and 
asked the boys what they were doing with a sling shot and a stick 
riding on the hood of their car in the middle of the night� One of the 
guys opened the back of the car and told me to look in a cardboard 
box that was sitting there� When I looked in the box there were three 
opossums looking back at me� They told me their parents let them go 
camping that night and only one of them was old enough to drive so 
they were riding around catching opossums just to have something 
to do� They were scared they had done something wrong but I told 
them to go ahead and catch all the opossums they wanted�

Now surely I have seen it all� I thought! n
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The Stumbling Blocks Of Conversation
By Wildlife Officer Jim Pennington

They say that your adult life is highly inf luenced by your 
childhood, which in my case is painfully true� As the son of 
an English teacher I have a rather large vocabulary, which more 

often than not, puts me at a disadvantage when speaking with the 
public� This handicap has reared its ugly head on more than one 
occasion throughout my law enforcement career, and has thus far 
continued to haunt me as a Game Warden�

As a newly recruited Wildlife Officer, as we are now known, 
I found myself stationed in my boyhood home of Pine Bluff, which 
is nestled within the confines of Jefferson County� Having been 
away for some seventeen years, the prospect of “coming home,” so 
to speak, touched me in an almost spiritual way� For those of you 
who are not aware, Jefferson County holds magnificent splendor for 
the outdoorsmen and outdoorswomen on a year round basis� Your 
summers can be spent fishing and recreating along the Arkansas 
River, your fall can be spent dove, rabbit, and squirrel hunting; your 
winter can be spent deer and duck hunting, and your spring can 
be spent turkey hunting� Given the unlimited bounty provided in 
Jefferson County, one can only imagine why it is not considered by 
all to be the sportsmen’s paradise of Arkansas� So as fate would have 
it, I, the newly recruited and highly trained Wildlife Officer, found 
myself in paradise, or at least that’s the way I viewed my assignment, 
but I digress�

Being in paradise can be dreadful without good quality 
companionship, so the capricious gods of fate gave me several people 
whom share in my new found adventures, one of which to be none 
other than Sergeant Bret Staggs� For those of you who are unaware, 
Sergeant Staggs is a paragon of manhood, a virtual renaissance man 
with no equal� It is said that the mere mention of his name causes 
grown men to quiver in fear, and women, regardless of virtue, to 
fling themselves bodily at him with unbridled abandon� So for me, 
being with Sergeant Staggs was a true honor that I, a mere plebian, 
did not deserve�

One day, much to my exhilaration, I found myself in a boat with 
Sergeant Staggs along the Arkansas River� Sergeant Staggs, it appears 
had taken a liking to me, and had taken it upon himself to give me 
intense training in the subtle, and often mystical, arts of the Wildlife 
Officer� As we trolled along the river, we came upon a gentleman 
seated on a bucket, along the bank of the river� Sergeant Staggs expertly 
pulled the boat up to the bank, and told me to check him� With the 
glee of a child loosed onto a candy shop, I disembarked our vessel 
and stood alongside the fisherman on the bank of the mighty river� 
The gentleman was a pleasant man, who enthusiastically offered up 
his fishing license when asked� During the course of our conversation 
together it was learned that he had just recently moved to the area, 
and found the fishing regulations to be ambiguous at best� “Now 
that I have you here,” he said with a small note of relief, “I can ask 
you some questions�”

As a new Wildlife Officer I have often found myself unsettled 
by public questions� I have discovered, to my chagrin, that most 
people derive a perverse pleasure in the “what if ” and “what do you 
think” game when questioning Wildlife Officers, and although this 
gentleman had thus far been the apotheosis of a sportsman, I could 
not help but to wonder what dubious questions could be found 
churning in his mind� So with my mind guarded and soul steeled, 
I bid the gentleman to ask his questions� “How many catfish can 
I catch?” he asked, without a hint of chicanery or skullduggery to 
his tone� This question was easy! I couldn’t believe it! Fortune had 
smiled upon me, and given me an incredibly easy question to answer� 
I cleared my throat and spoke loud enough so that Sergeant Staggs 
could also hear� “You see sir”; I said with an over ambience of self-
confidence to my tone, “the daily limit on catfish within the State of 
Arkansas is ten� These ten catfish can be comprised of the Channel, 
Blue, or Flathead varieties� Now you must know sir, that because 
you are currently fishing within the confines of the Arkansas River 
you can take an additional ten Channel catfish, provided that they 
are under 16 inches in length� So, conceivably sir, you can have up 
to twenty catfish, provided they meet all of these requirements�” 
As I concluded my answer my chest swelled with pride, I could; 
however, not help but to notice that a tinge of confusion could be seen 
beginning to edge across the gentlemen’s face� As the seconds passed 
this tinge manifested into a fully realized look of ‘discombobulation�’ 
The gentleman looked down onto the ground, then looked up at 
me and said almost plaintively, “Now, just how many catfish can 
I catch today?”

Once again I explained to the gentleman, in greater detail than 
before, the amount of catfish he could catch, and once again the 
gentleman looked at me as if stupefied� After the second explanation 
the gentleman, now truly bewildered, looked toward Sergeant Staggs 
who was still seated in the boat� The look on the gentleman’s face 
was akin to that of a bedraggled warrior pleading for merciful 
solace from some spiteful foe� Sergeant Staggs, seeing the pain in 
the man’s eyes merely smiled a somewhat crooked smile and said, 
“Ten�” When Sergeant Staggs spoke, the gentleman let out an audible 
sigh, as if an enormous weight had been whisked from his shoulders� 
The gentleman, having now received his answer for the third time, 
thanked us� With our meeting concluded I bid my farewells to the 
nice gentleman and once again boarded our vessel�

Once seated, I could not help but notice the look of amusement 
on Sergeant Staggs’ face� “You know what Pennington,” he said with 
a whimsical tone to his voice, “you’d be just fine around here if only 
we can get you to speak English�” Looking back on that day I often 
find myself wondering what my mother would say if she knew that 
despite all of her teachings I still, to this day, don’t know how to 
speak English�

 n
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The Man Behind The Counter
By Wildlife Officer Jim Pennington

“Listen to my next words carefully!” I said in my most 
authoritative tone, “I’m about to tell you all about the most 
dangerous foe known to the modern hunter�” One of the 

most wonderful things about being a Wildlife Officer is the teaching 
of Hunter’s Education� I find that teaching Hunter’s Education 
allows you to truly connect with members of your assigned county� 
Like most classes before it, this particular class had children, young 
adults, and adults� Like most previous classes some treated the class 
earnestly, while others adopted a more flippant approach� All sat at 
attention with my last statement� “Now that I have your attention,” 
I said adopting a serious but reverent tone, “I will now regale you with 
a cautionary tale of horror, in the hope that you, my fine students, 
will never have to be a victim to this most heinous of creatures� The 
stories I’m about to tell you are all true and tragic� Steel your souls 
my friends, for I’m about to tell you the terrifying truth about the 
dreaded MAN BEHIND THE COUNTER�”

All Wildlife Officers have heard, at one time or another, about 
the man behind the counter� For most it is nothing more than an 
urban legend told around camp fires and bunk houses to frighten 
the young or inexperienced� I for one thought the idea preposterous, 
especially given contradictory details surrounding victim accounts� 
It is alleged that this mythical being can change forms� Some stories 
have the man behind the counter being young, while others have 
him being old� Still other tales of this supposed retched 
beast boast that it was not a man at all, but in fact 
a woman� To make matters more alarming, it is 
also said that this atrocious abomination could 
be anywhere at any time� Some claimed to have 
seen him at their favored retail store, while 
others claimed to have had dealings with him 
at the grocery store, while others swore on the lives 
of their children that this fiend haunted their favorite 
sporting goods store� Regardless of his appearance and regardless of 
his place, this despicable man, if that is what he can truly be called, 
preyed on the poor souls of sportsmen� For me all of this was nonsense 
until I began to meet his victims�

One day while patrolling Regional Park in Pine Bluff I came upon 
a young lady named Victoria� Victoria had decided to spend her day 
fishing along the bank of Black Dog Slough� Victoria was pleasant and 
very eager to show me the three catfish she had caught� When asked 
for her fishing license Victoria reached inside her shirt pocket and 
produced a folded sheet of paper� This paper, at fist glance, appeared 
to be a proper fishing license, however; once opened the paper revealed 
nothing more than a trout stamp purchase� I informed Victoria 
that she had given me her trout stamp and not her fishing license� 
I didn’t think much about this mix up at first� It is not unusual for 
people to give Wildlife Officers their hunting license when it should 
be their fishing license, or vice versa� Victoria however, appeared 

dumbfounded and aggravated� “That’s my license!” she protested, 
“You need to look at that again!” Once again I reviewed the sheet of 
paper and once again I saw that it was only a trout stamp�

I showed her the paper and explained to her the meanings of the 
code printed on it� Seeing it in black and white arrested her agitation 
with me� “You see officer,” she said with a touch of venom in her 
voice, “I went to the store and told that man behind the counter 
that I needed a license to fish� He gave me this here and told me this 
was all I needed!” Victoria’s words sounded preposterous� Here was 
a grown woman expecting me to believe in a made up “bogeyman�” 
“Did you say the man behind the counter sold you this and told 
you that it was all that you needed?” I asked� “Yes!” she said with 
a violent shake to her head� Her conviction was absolute, which made 
me think that perhaps the MAN BEHIND THE COUNTER was 
in fact a reality, and I had just met my first victim�

As the months progressed I began to meet more victims of the 
“man�” The hunter who did not have a hunting license, but did in 
fact have a fishing license, yet vehemently assuring me that the man 
behind the counter told him that he could both hunt and fish with 
the license he had� The hunter who had duck stamps but no hunting 
license, who raged at the indignity of being duped by the man behind 
the counter� I suddenly began to realize that this man, whoever or 
whatever he was, could be nothing more than pure evil�

I concluded my story with a stern warning to all, 
“Remember my friends, always check your license 

when you purchase it� You never know when 
the man behind the counter will strike�” With 
this last statement I concluded my section of 
instruction to the class and left�

Two weeks after the class I found myself 
working duck hunters along the Arkansas River 

when I came upon four young men� Immediately upon 
seeing me one of them exclaimed, “You taught my hunter’s education 
a few weeks ago!” I remembered him, and we both visited for 
a moment� When it came time to produce his hunting license the 
young man pulled out his wallet, removed his license, and offering 
it up for inspection with a toothy grin� The paper denoted that this 
young man had purchased his duck stamps; however, no hunting 
license could be seen� I asked him, “Where is your hunting license?” 
“Right there,” he said with a puzzled look� “No, these are your duck 
stamps only� I need to see your hunting license�” The young man 
looked at me woefully and exclaimed, “The man behind the counter 
said that was all I needed to hunt ducks�” My heart sank at that 
moment, even forewarning was not enough for this young man� At 
that moment he became yet another victim� There is no limit to his 
depravity, this man behind the counter, so I bid you, the reader, to 
tread carefully and beware, less you become a victim too!

 n
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My Roland Prince Story
By Ronna Ross Pennington, Wife of Wildlife Officer Jim Pennington

My mama said it a hundred different ways, “If you dish it out, it 
will be served back to you�” “You get what you give�” “What 
goes around comes around�” No matter how many times or 

ways she said it, it was Hot Spring County Wildlife Officer Roland 
Prince who taught me the real lesson�

If you grow up in Malvern and hunt and fish, you know Roland 
Prince� The man is a legend� Everyone has a story about the time 
Roland either helped them or caught them, depending on the 
crowd you choose to run with� But despite growing up in Malvern, 
I didn’t hunt or fish� I had no Roland Prince story, until I met him 
in my family’s convenience store�

He came in daily, sometimes twice, to gas up and grab a drink� 
I heard him answer all kinds of questions, hunting, fishing, campers, 
trucks, and community� Nothing was out of his range of knowledge� 
He picked on me a little, although to this day I can’t recall what it 
was about� Knowing Roland, it was probably something different 
every day� I inherited a genetic propensity to pick on people from 
my dad’s side of the family� Getting picked on, and picking back, 
was part of who I was� It was in my blood� People who picked on me 
were kindred spirits, and I was supposed to pick back�

But Roland Prince was beyond heckling� He was squeaky clean� 
Everyone loved him or was scared of him� He had no vice� He never 
even had a bad hair day� How do you pick on someone like that? So 
I had to be content with our C-store relationship� I worked behind the 
register and he was a customer who picked on me because I’d failed 
to find a way to annoy him in return�

Until … It’s my fault really, for not understanding the difference 
between an AGFC Wildlife Officer and a local lake interpreter� I really 
thought his job was giving park programs, educating hunters, and 
imagined he probably hung out at deer check stations to tell people 
how to fill out their tags� That’s why I was surprised to notice one 
afternoon that he had a gun on his belt�

“You came into my store packing heat?” I quipped� “Yes,” said 
Roland, making his way to the exit� “Wait just a minute! Why do 
you need a gun?” “Well,” he said calmly, “I AM a Wildlife Officer�” 

“And are those handcuffs?” I blurted out? “Yes, they are�” “Why do 
you need handcuffs, in case you have to slap them on a fish?” He 
stoically walked out� I’d found my vein�

The next morning when Roland came in, I asked him if he’d had 
to pat down any fish the day before� He paid for his items and left� 
That afternoon, I asked him if the Miranda Rights for fish were any 
different than they were for deer or opossums� I guess they’re not� 
He didn’t answer�

When Roland walked in the following morning I shouted, “You 
have the right to remain silent, Fish!” Good natured as always, he 
left again without acknowledging my attempts�

I had to get him to respond� That’s the genetic thing that runs 
through my bloodline� “Have you ever been on a high speed chase?” 
I asked� Roland opened his mouth to answer, FINALLY� Before he 
could talk I asked, “Just how fast did the opossum run?” He sighed 
and walked out�

This went on for a long time, showing me that Roland Prince 
is much more than a legendary Game Warden� He’s probably the 
world’s most patient man� I moved to Arkadelphia and always held 
onto fond memories of Roland and his family that I got to know 
during those C-store days� Then when I got together with Hot Spring 
County friends and family, I had a Roland Prince story of my own�

While working at the newspaper in Arkadelphia, I met a County 
Deputy named Jim Pennington� We dated for a while, got married, 
and had a daughter� After 14 years as a Deputy, Jim approached me 
and said he was ready for a career change� He said he wanted to work 
for the Arkansas Game and Fish Commission as a Wildlife Officer�

After a lengthy process, and thanks to an open alternate slot, Jim 
attended the AGFC Academy that began in January 2011� When Jim 
got to drive his green truck home for the first time, I met him in the 
driveway and yelled, “Get out of the vehicle, Fish! Get those fins 
where I can see ’em!” In a strange way, even though I haven’t seen 
him in more than 15 years, Roland Prince got the last word, even 
though he never uttered one� n
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Night Hunting In Grant County
By Wildlife Officer Phillip Livingston

I had received several night hunting complaints from an informant 
on Highway 229 North; I decided to put in some time to try 
apprehending the suspect(s)� I hid my truck in the back of a pasture 

in order to watch the complaint area� A short time later, I observed 
a vehicle traveling south slow down and start shining a spotlight back 
and forth in the field I was watching� When I saw them shining the 
field, I immediately started easing out toward the highway in order 
to make contact with the subjects in the vehicle� When I entered 
the highway, I initiated my blue lights and advised Little Rock that 
I was going to be out with the vehicle� I approached the vehicle and 
advised the driver why I was stopping him� When I started speaking 
to the driver I discovered that there were three other occupants in 
the vehicle� I asked them if there were any firearms in the vehicle 
and they advised me that there was a shotgun in the back� I advised 
the male driver and the male passenger to exit the vehicle� I retrieved 
the shotgun along with several rounds of buckshot� I asked for 
identification from all four� I advised LR that I was going to be out 
with four subjects�

I had spoken to Wildlife Officer David Freyaldenhoven earlier 
in the evening and he mentioned if I got into something and needed 
back up to give him a call; he was going to be near the County line� 

I called David and told him if he was not 10-6 I would appreciate his 
backup, for safety purposes� In the meantime, I ran 10-51’s through 
Grant County dispatch on each subject� A few moments later Officer 
Freyaldenhoven arrived and I asked each subject to give me a written 
statement� Both males stated the female occupants were along for 
the ride and were not intending to go hunting� I asked them why 
one of the females admitted to shining the light� They both said she 
was just doing what they asked her to do�

Both males stated they were night hunting and were intending to 
kill a deer if they found one close enough to shoot with a shotgun� 
I issued both a citation for Night Hunting� I issued one of the females 
a warning citation for Aiding/Abetting a Violation� I issued the other 
female, who admitted to shining the light, a warning citation for 
both Aiding/Abetting a Violation & Use of Artificial Light Prohibited�

I seized the following items:
•	 Mossberg 835 Ultramag 12-Gauge Shotgun
•	 3 rounds of Buckshot
•	 4 rounds of steel shot #2’s
•	 2 rounds of lead #8’s
•	 Brinkman Q-Beam Spotlight 3-Million Maxpower n
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Hunting Out Of Season 
With Stolen Rifle

By Wildlife Officer Thomas Kendrick

On Thursday, December 29, 2011, I received a phone call at approximately 8:40 a.m. 
from Deputy James Whatley regarding a subject taking two deer illegally� Deputy 
Whatley told me he received a call from a Confidential Informant who stated a subject 

just killed two deer with a stolen 17 HMR rifle� He wanted the CI to tag the deer for him 
because he did not have a hunting license�

Being a third party call, I contacted the CI myself and asked him to explain the situation 
to me� The CI stated the subject called him at approximately 8:00 a.m. asking him if he had 
his hunting license� The CI advised him that he did in fact have a hunting license� The subject 
told the CI that he “found that deer you shot yesterday�” The CI asked the subject what he 
was talking about, and the subject told him he had shot two deer this morning� He stated, 
“I killed them with a ‘hot’ 17 rifle and I need you to come help me tag these deer in�” The 
subject told the CI he killed a doe by shooting it in the head area; a buck came out behind 
the doe, which he also shot in the head area� The subject told the CI he had hidden the deer 
and the rifle in the woods; along a ditch bank on the south side of Thompson’s pasture� 
The CI told him he did not want to get involved or get in any trouble� The CI immediately 
called Deputy Whatley to report the incident�

After speaking to the CI, I asked the Sheriff ’s Department to respond because I was 
dealing with a boating accident� Deputies Stacy Barker and Allen Holmes responded to the 
area where the subject was to have killed the deer� The Deputies were met by Mr� Little, 
who is the caretaker for the ground where the incident took place� The subject did not have 
permission to hunt on the property and had been advised of this fact many times� Mr� Little 
stated to deputies he himself had been hunting in the area that morning and had heard 
two shots, from what he described as a small caliber rifle� He said the shots came from the 
approximate area, where the deer stand was, that the rim-fire 17 casing was found�

After approximately an hour, Deputy Holmes called to inform me the subject had shown 
up in the area where the deer and gun were supposed to be� The subject was driving a white 
Ford ranger, pulling a small boat trailer with a boat turned upside down on the trailer� He 
did not have an explanation why he was there� He said he was just stopping to see why all 
the police where there�

Due to time constraints, the officers could not hold the subject until I arrived� When 
I did arrive at the scene, AGFC Sergeant Brian Austin, Deputy Holmes, and I conducted 
a search of the area� We found the deer stand where the subject was reported to be hunting� 
In the stand was a spent 17 HMR casing which was taken into evidence�

I went to find the subject and interview him about the incident� I met him at McCrory 
City Hall and advised him of his Miranda rights� He exercised his right and did not wish to 
talk without a lawyer present; I terminated the interview� Approximately 15 to 30 minutes 
after the subject left McCrory City Hall; I made contact with my CI� The CI stated the 
subject had already called him and informed him if the police were to call, he needed to lie� 
He should tell the police that he, the subject, had called him to borrow a boat� The CI said 
if the subject called him again he would let me know�

continued on 151
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At approximately 8:00 a.m. the next morning, I received a call from 
an individual who stated the subject had been seen in the area of an 
abandoned residence; on a gravel road south of McCrory� I met the 
individual who called me and we followed fresh muddy tracks into the 
driveway of the abandoned house� The tire tracks were very similar 
to tracks left by the subject’s vehicle and trailer; the area where the 
deer were reportedly killed� Looking around the abandoned house, 
I discovered two deer; a doe and a buck� The doe deer was intact 
and had been shot in the lower jaw, on the right side, and again in 
the neck/shoulder area� The buck deer had been shot in the right 
lower neck and the head was removed� These two deer matched the 
description of the two deer the subject had reportedly killed�

I took photos of the deer at approximately 8:30 a.m. on December 
30, 2011� I sent pictures of the deer to AGFC Corporal Chad Cruce, 
who is an expert in wildlife time of death estimates, based on pupil 
coloration and diameter� He estimated that the deer had been dead 
approximately 24 to 28 hours, based on his knowledge� That would 
put the time of death for the deer, dumped off at the abandoned 
house, in the correct time frame, to have been killed by the subject�

On the January 5, 2012, we simultaneously served two search 
warrants in McCrory� We made contact with the subject at the second 
residence� While searching the residence we recovered the rifle that 
was used to kill the deer� We also found out it was stolen, along with 
several other items in the house� Wildlife Officer Troy Faughn also 
discovered a meth lab on the property, which was turned over to the 
Drug Task Force and Sheriff ’s Office�

The subject was charged with several felonies ranging from 
a Class Y to Class D and several misdemeanor citations from the 
Sheriff ’s Office and McCrory Police Department� Total bond amount 
was $60,040; he is currently out on bond�

The subject was charged with:

•	 Possession of Controlled Substance (meth); Class D Felony

•	 Possession of Drug Paraphernalia with methamphetamine; 
Class D Felony

•	 Manufacturing of a controlled Substance (meth);  Class C Felony
•	 Simultaneous Possession of Firearms and Drugs; Class Y Felony
•	 Residential Burglary; Class B Felony
•	 Theft of Property ( firearm under $2,500); Class D Felony
•	 Theft of Property (under $1,000) Class A Misdemeanor 

(two Counts)
•	 Criminal Trespass; Class C Misdemeanor

Items seized from the residence,  
being held at the McCrory Police Department were:

•	 One Savage 17 HMR Model 93R17 rifle with Simmons 3x9x40 
Spirit Scope, found under the hood of a truck�

•	 One set of Deer Antlers, found on front porch of residence in 
back of main house�

•	 Two boxes of ammunition (�17, CCI brand), found in residence 
on top of refrigerator�

•	 Two magazines that fit above named rifle�
•	 One black Tasco game camera, found under coffee table in 

living room�
•	 One white box of assorted jewelry, found under couch�

All of the items below were pertaining to the Meth lab  
and removed by the 1st Judicial Drug Task Force:

•	 Plastic baggie containing a white powdery substance�
•	 Empty corners of plastic baggies�
•	 Strips of aluminum foil with a burned residue�
•	 Glass jar with white residue�
•	 Plastic bottle sludge�
•	 Plastic bottle cap with tubing (part of HCL generator)�
•	 Coffee Filters�
•	 Gas masks and filters� n

HUNTING OUT OF SEASON WITH STOLEN RIFLE  continued
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These Teeth Aren’t Just For Looks
By Lieutenant Larry Summerhill, All photos submitted by Lieutenant Larry Summerhill

Last summer I received a call of an alligator blocking traffic on 
Highway 44, South of Helena, near Old Town Lake� When 
I arrived I saw an eight foot alligator on the side of the road� The 

traffic was blocked due to spectators that stopped to take pictures or 
just get a closer look at the alligator� Knowing I wasn’t going to be able 
to move the alligator by myself and it didn’t appear he was going to 
move on his own, I started looking for some help� Luckily I spotted 
Allen, a local farmer, who had helped me move alligators in the past�

Allen is one of these good ole boys that will try anything once; 
and most of them twice� He jumped right in and volunteered to 

help� We managed to get a rope around the alligator’s neck and he 
began to roll� After we felt he had rolled himself up enough, for it to 
be safe, Allen jumped on the alligators back and grabbed his mouth 
so I could tape it shut� Well it seems we didn’t have him tied up as 
well as we thought� The alligator started bucking and spinning like 
a wild horse� He spun around and took a big bite out of Allen’s leg�

We did finally get the alligator tied and his mouth taped shut� 
Allen went to the doctor where he was treated and released� The 
alligator was taken to the Mississippi River where he was also released, 
unharmed� n

Eight foot alligator on the road South of Helena, near Old Town Lake.

The alligator took a bite out of the volunteer’s (Allen) leg.
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My First Road Hunter
By Wildlife Officer Troy Faughn

I graduated from Wildlife Officer Class E-1-11 and have just 
completed my first hunting season, as a Wildlife Officer� Every 
Game Warden I know has told me that there is no rush like when 

you see someone shoot from the road� Well, it took me almost a year, 
but it finally happened�

On Feb� 4, 2012, I was patrolling Phillips County Road 470, when 
I noticed a vehicle stopped in the middle of the road just in front of 
me� I quickly picked a spot off the road that I could hide and still 
see the vehicle� I looked at the vehicle through my binoculars and 
noticed it was a black SUV with what looked like a rifle being aimed 
out of the driver window� I heard and seen two shots from the rifle� 
It was an immediate adrenalin dump�

As I approached the vehicle the driver stepped out and tried 
explaining to me that he was sitting in the middle of the road, because 
his vehicle would not start� I realized at that point he had no idea 
that I was even there until I turned on the blue lights� I explained 
that I saw him point a rifle out of the window and shoot twice into 
the tree line� He told me that he was just trying to shoot a Hawk that 
was sitting in a tree� As I looked in the vehicle I noticed a spent �22 
caliber casing in the driver seat and another �22 casing in the driver 

floor board� The rifle was located just beside the driver’s seat and was 
loaded� It was a Winchester lever action rifle with a Simmons scope�

I ran a check through Arkansas Crimes Information Center to see 
if the suspect had any felonies that would prevent him from possessing 
a firearm� Dispatch advised me that he had a suspended driver’s license, 
but no felonies� After explaining to the suspect that hunting from 
the road was a serious violation and a Hawk was a protected bird; 
killing one would be an even worse violation� I photographed, seized 
and logged all the evidence� The suspect missed the hawk so I just 
issued him one citation for Hunting from a Public Road, and one 
traffic citation for Driver’s License Suspended�

I have worked in law enforcement for about ten years and catching 
that road hunter was more exciting than any pursuit or foot chase 
I have ever been in� It was the fact that I saw him pull the trigger 
and that I was able to sneak up to him, in such a stealthy manner, 
that he didn’t even see me; until I was ready for him to�

It is fair to say that I love being a Game Warden and after working 
a full year I realize the importance of our job� If it wasn’t for us I truly 
believe that Arkansas would be stripped of its wildlife and natural 
resources� n

Spent .22 caliber casings and rifle found in suspect’s truck after being stopped by Wildlife Officer Troy Faughn in Phillips County.
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Free Fishing Weekend
By Lieutenant Larry Summerhill, All photos submitted by Lieutenant Larry Summerhill

Free Fishing Weekend in Arkansas, this year, is from noon, Friday, 
June 10, 2012, until midnight, Sunday, June 12, 2012� Residents 
and non-residents may fish this weekend without fishing licenses 

or trout permits� Regulations for Arkansas apply: daily limits, slot 
limits and length limits must be observed�

In Phillips County, kids will flock to Storm Creek Lake, in the 
St� Francis Refuge for the annual fishing derby� This is put on each 

year by a large number of volunteers and merchants of the County� 
The volunteers work all year gathering money and prizes for the little 
fishermen� There are always enough prizes that every kid will get 
one, or more� Bicycles are the big prize and are given away for First, 
Second, and Third place, in each age group� Prizes are also given for 
the first fish each child catches� In case a child doesn’t catch a fish, 
numbers are drawn until every child has gotten a prize� n

Annual fishing derby at Storm Creek Lake, in the St. Francis Refuge.

Prizes for the annual fishing derby at Storm Creek Lake,  
in the St. Francis Refuge.Annual fishing derby at Storm Creek Lake, in the St. Francis Refuge.
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